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Aspect 12 

GEETA CHAPTER 12 and 13 

 

Chapter 12 

}kn’kks·/;k;% Hkfä;ksx 

DvadashoAdhyay : Bhakti Yoga:  

 

Chapter 13 

=;ksn’kks·/;k;% {ks={ks=KfoHkkx;ksx 

TryodashoAdhyay : KshetraKshetragyavibhag Yoga: 

 

1. The organization of the Geeta text has a characteristic features that its chapters 1 

to 9 and chapters 10 to 18 are of distinct format but still of sequential organization. 

2. Chapters 10 to 18 are of the formats of boundary and versions of Hyper cubes 5, 

6, 7, 8 and of boundary of Hyper cube 9.  

3. This way chapters 10 and 11, 12 and 13, 14 and 15, 16 and 17 get grouped. 

4. Chapters 18 gets grouped with chapter 1. 

5. Chapters 2 and 3 get grouped. 

6. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 make a group. 

7. Finally chapters 7, 8 and 9 as well make a distinct group. 

8. Here, we are visiting the organization format features of chapters 12 and 13. 

9. The format of chapters 12 and 13 is of the format of transcendental boundary (5-

space) of 12 components of self-referral domain (6-space), as a format of chapter 

12 and ahead, 13 versions of hyper cube 6, as representative regular bodies of 13 

geometries of 6-space become the format of chapter 13. 

10. Here under are being tabulated the structural features of chapter 12 and 13 :-  

Table  

Chapter Shalokas Uvachas Yoga (TCV) Pushpika syllables 

12 20 2 Bhaktiyog (16 + 12) = 28 45 

13 34 1 Kshetra Khetragya Vibagyog  
(19 + 30 + 23 + 12) =74 

52 



Total 54 3 28 + 74 = 102 97 

 

11. Let us revisit the format of transcendental boundary of 12 components of self 

referral domain as of formulation A6 : 12B5 

 

 

 

Domain boundary ratio of Hyper cube 
6 

 

A6 : 12B5 

 
 

12. Let us further revisit 13 versions of Hyper cube 6 as representative regular bodies 

of 13 geometries of 6-space. 

SN Version of hyper cube 6 6-space geometry 

1 

 

12 boundary 
components 

 
6-space geometry 1 

2 

 

11 boundary 
components 

 
6-space geometry 2 



3 

 

10 boundary 
components 

 
6-space geometry 3 

4 

 

9 boundary 
components 

 
6-space geometry 4 

5 

 

8 boundary 
components 

 
6-space geometry 5 

6 

 

7 boundary 
components 

 
6-space geometry 6 

7 

 

6 boundary 
components 

 
5-space geometry 7 

8 

 

5 boundary 
component 

5-space geometry 8 



9 

 

4 boundary 
component 

6-space geometry 9 

10 

 

3 boundary 
component 

6-space geometry 10 

11 

 

2 boundary 
components 

6- space geometry 11 

12 

 

1 boundary 
components 

6- space geometry 12 

13 

 

0 boundary 
components 

6- space geometry 13 

 

13.  Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with Vedic Systems and 

transition from format of chapters 10 and 11 of Hyper cube 5 to formats of chapters 

12 and 13 shall visit the following 6 x 6 grid for different roles of 6-space : d 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
   2 3 4 5 6 7 
   3 4 5 6 7 8 



   4 5 6 7 8 9 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
6 7 8 9 10 11 

14. Of these roles, 6-space as dimensional order manifests a self referral range (6, 7, 8, 

9, 10, 11) and along this format stand covered uptill 9-space as origin, 10-space as 

base of origin and 11-space as format of base of origin of Hyper cube 8. A step 

ahead are the unity state (12-space) and natural order state (13-space). 

15. One shall sit comfortably and permit the transcending mind to glimpse and imbibe 

the above roles and reach of 6-space.  

16. Of these, the organization (6, 7, 8, 9) of Hyper cube 8 in 4-space is of manifested 

features whose comprehension will lead to a mental state parallel with the 

manifested format of chapters 12 and 13 of Geeta.  

17. 9-space as origin of 8-space is of placement value of H8 and h8 together. 

18. Hyper cube 8 is a four fold manifestation layer (6, 7, 8, 9) of summation value 30 

which is parallel with TCV ({ks=K). 

19. hyper cube 8 is a four fold manifestation layer (7, 7 ½ , 8, 8 ½ ) of summation value 

31. 

20. Both H8 and h8 together are of value 30 + 31 = 61 parallel with TCV ({ks={ks=K;ksx) 

= 61. 

21. One may have a pause here and take note that D9 (9-space content lump / domain) 

unfold itself as (9, 7, 7, 5). 

22. One may have a pause here and take note that the split (9, 7, 7) = 23 is parallel with 

TCV (foHkkx) = 23. 

23. Further TCV (Hkfä;ksx) = 28 = 9 + 7 + 7 + 5, four folds of D9.  

24. Further Hh 7 ½ = (6 ½ , 7, 7 ½ , 8) = 29= TCV (Ckzg~ek) as a range of 29 discrete 

points is having 28 gaps, parallel with TCV (Hkfä;ksx) = 28 = TCV (Ckzg~e). 

25. One shall sit comfortably and permit the transcending mind to glimpse and imbibe 

about organization format features and be parallel with the organization format 

features of knowledge and enlightenment of chapters 10 and 11 of Geeta. 

26. It will be a blissful exercise to update one’s TCV dictionary. 

27. One shall specifically include the conceptual formulations of the text of chapter 10 

and chapter 11 of Geeta. 

28. Let us revisit the following formulations specifically as follows and to fill the TCV 

column and to glimpse and imbibe the geometric format of these formulations of 

such and such TCV values in the context of the organization of the text of the 

shaloka. 

  Table   

Formulation  TCV Formulation  TCV Formulation  TCV 

Hkäk  lrr;qäk  v{kj  

vO;ä  ;ksxfoÙkek%  eu  

ekafuR;;qäk  J);k  ;qärek  

bfUnzxzke  dwVLFk  vpya  



/kzqo  lfé;Ek  loZHkwrfgrs  

lecq);%      

 

29. It is going to be a very big exercise. 

30. One shall reach at simple rendering shalokawise. 

31. A step ahead, one shall reach at the organization format feature and the knowledge 

and the enlightenment. 

32. One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to sequentially visit 

the text shalokawise in the sequence and order of the text of chapter 12 to be 

followed by the text of chapter 13 and to have a comprehensive view of Bhaktiyog 

and KshetraKshetragyavibhag Yoga  .  

33. Here below are being tabulated some of the structural features of chapter 12 and 

chapter 13.  

 

 

vtqZumokp

,oalrr;qäk ;s HkäkLRokai;qZiklrsA ;s pkI;{kjeO;äars"kka ds ;ksxfoÙkek%AA1AA 

Jhkxokuqokp

 e¸;kos’; euks ;s ekafuR;;qäkmiklrsA J);k ij;ksisrkLrs es ;qärek erk%AA2AA 

;s Ro{kjefunsZ’;eO;äai;qZiklrsAloZ=xefpUR;a p  dwVLFkepya /kzqoeAA3AA  



lfé;E;sfUnzxzkealoZ= lecq);%A rsizkIuqofUrekesoloZHkwrfgrs jrk%AA4AA 

Dys’kks·f/kdrjLrs"kkeO;äkläpsrlke~AvO;äkfgxfrnqZ%[ka nsgofn~HkjokI;rsAA5AA 

 ;s rqlokZf.kdekZf.kef; laU;L; eRijk%AvuU;suSo ;ksxsueka /;k;Ur miklrsAA6AA 

rs"kkegaleq)rkZe`R;qlalkjlkxjkr~AHkokfe u fpjkr~ ikFkZ e¸;kosf’krpsrlke~AA7AA 

 e¸;so euvk/kRLoef; cqf) fuos’k;Afuofl";fl e¸;so vr Å/oZ u  la’k;%AA8AA 

vFkfpÙkalek/kkrqa u ’kDuksf"kef; fLFkje~AvH;kl;ksxsurrksekfePNkIrqa /ku¥t;AA9AA 

vH;kls·I;leFkksZ·fleRdeZijeksHkoAenFkZefidekZf.kdqoZu~ flf)eokIL;flAA10AA 

vFkSrnI;’käks·fldrZaqen~;ksxekfJr%AloZdeZQyR;kxarr% dq: ;rkReoku~AA11AA  

Js;ksfgKkueH;klkTKkukn~/;kua fof’k";rsA /;kukdeZQyR;kxLR;kxkPNkfUrjuUrje~AA12AA 

v}s"VkloZHkwrkukaeS=%  d:.k ,o p fueZeksfujgadkj% lenq%[klq[k% {kehAA13AA 

lUrq"V% lrra ;ksxh ;rkRek n`<fu’p;%A e¸;fiZreukscqf);ksZen~Hkä% l es fiz;%AA14AA 

 ;Lekéksf}trsyksdksyksdkéksf}trs p ;%A g"kkZe"kZHk;ks}sxSeqZäks ;% l p es fiz;%AA15AA 

vuis{k% ’kqfpnZ{k mnklhuksxrO;Fk%AlokZjEHkifjR;kxh ;ksen~Hkä% l es fiz;%AA16AA 

 ;ks u â";fr  u }sf"V u ’kkspfr u dkM~-{kfrA ’kqHkk’kqHkifjR;kxhHkfäeku~ ;% l  es 

fiz;%AA17AA 

le% ’k=kS  p  fe=s p rFkkekukieku;ks%A ’khrks".klq[knq%[ks"kq le% laxfooftZr%AA18AA 

rqY;fuUnkLrqfrekSZuhlUrq"Vks ;sudsufpr~Avfudsr% fLFkjefrHkZfäekUesfiz;ks uj%AA19AA 

 ;s rq /kekZe`rfena ;Fkksäai;qZiklrsAJí/kkukeRijekHkäkLrs·rho  ls fiz;k%AA20AA 

 

iqf"idk %& ¼bfr JhegkHkkjrs ’krlkglzÓkaoS;kflD;ka Hkh"eioZf.k½ ¼Å¡ rRlfnfr½ 

Jhen~Hkxonxhrklwifu"kRlqczãfo|k;ka ;ksx’kkL=s Jhd`".kktqZulaoknsHkfä ;ksx;ksxks uke  

}kn’kks·/;k;%AA1AA 

Pushpika : - (itishriMahabharteshatsahsatramvaiyasikyambhishampariyani) (Om tatsatity) (Shrimad 

Bhagwad Geeta SuupnishatsuBrahamvidya yam yogshastre Shri Krishan Arjun SambadeBhakti 

YogonamDvadashoAdhyay) 

 

 



GEETA CHAPTER 13 

=;ksn’kks·/;k;% {ks={ks=KfoHkkx;ksx 

TryodashoAdhyay : KshetraKshetragyavibhag Yoga: 

 

 

 

JhHkxokumokp

izd`fraiq:"ka pSo {ks=a {ks=KesopA ,rn~ osfnrqfePNkfeKkuaKs;a p ds’koAA1AA 

bna ’kjhjadkSUrs; {ks=feR;fHk/kh;rsA ,rn~ ;ksosfÙkraizkgq% {ks=K bfr rf}}%AA2AA 

 {ks=Ka pkfiekafof) loZ{ks=s"kqHkkjrA {ks={ks=K;ksKkZua ;ÙkTKkua era eeAA3AA 

rr~ {ks=a ;Pp ;kn`d~ p ;f}dkfj ;r’p ;r~A l p ;ks ;RizHkko’prr~ leklsu es ’k`.kqAA4AA 

 _f"kfHkcZgq.kkxhraNUnksfHkfoZfo/ks% i`Fkd~Aczºelw=inS’pSogsrqefn~HkfoZfuf’prS% AA5AA 

egkHkwrkU;gadkjkscqf)jO;äesopAbfUnz;kf.kn’kSda p i¥p  psfUnz;xkspjk%AA6AA 

bPNk }s"k% lq[ka nq%[ka lM~-?kkr’psruk /k`fr%A ,rr~ {ks=a leklsu lfodkjeqnkâre~AA7AA 

vekfuRoenfEHkRoefgalk {kkfUrjktZoe~Avkpk;ksZiklua ’kkSpa LFkS;ZekRefofuxzg%AA8AA 



bfUnz;kFksZ"kqoSjkX;eugadkj ,o pAtUee`R;qtjkO;kf/knq%[knks"kkuqn’kZue~AA 9AA 

vlfäjufHk"oax% iq=nkjx`gkfn"kqAfuR;a p lefpÙkRofe"Vkfu"VksiifÙk"kqAA10AA 

ef; pkuU;;ksxsuHkfäjO;fHkpkfj.khA fofoäns’klsfoRoejfrtZulalfnAA11AA 

v/;kReKkufuR;RoarÙoKkukFkZn’kZue~A ,rTKKufefrizksäeKkua ;nrks·U;FkkAA12AA 

Ks;a ;ÙkRizo{;kfe  ;TKkRoke`re’uqrsAvukfneRijaczºe u lÙkéklnqP;rsAA13AA 

loZr% ikf.kiknarr~ loZrks·f{kf’kjkseq[ke~AloZr% JqfreYyksdsloZeko`R; fr"BfrAA14AA 

losZfUnz;xq.kkHkklalosZfUnz;fooftZre~AvläaloZHk`PpSofuxqZ.kaxq.kHkä` pAA15AA 

cfgjUr’pHkwrkukepjapjesopAlw{eRokÙknfoKs;anwjLFkapkfUrds p  rr~AA16AA 

vfoHkäa p  Hkwrs"kqfoHkäfeo p fLFkre~AHkwrHkr`ZpTKs;axzfl".kqizHkfo".kq pAA17AA 

T;ksfr"kkefirTT;ksfrLrel% ijeqP;rsAKkuaKs;aKkuxE;aâfnloZL; fof"Bre~AA18AA 

bfr {ks=a rFkkKkuaKs;apksäaleklr%Aen~Hkä  ,rf}Kk; en~Hkkok;ksii|rsAA19AA 

izd`friq:"ka pSofon~/;uknhmHkkofiAfodkjka’pxq.kka’pSofof) izd`frlEHkoku~AA20AA 

dk;Zdkj.kdrZ`Rosgsrq% izd`fr:P;rsAiq:"k% lq[knq%[kkukaHkksä`Ros gsrq:P;rsAA21AA 

iq:"k% izd`frLFkksfgHkaqäsizd`frtku~ xq.kku~Adkj.kaxq.klaxks·L; lnl|ksfutUelq AA22AA 

minz"VkuqeUrk p HkrkZHkksäkegs’oj%AijekResfrpkI;qäksnsgs·fLeu~ iq:"k% ij% AA23AA 

 ; ,oaosfÙkiq:"ka izd`fr p xq.kS% lgAloZFkkorZekuks·fi u l Hkw;ks·fHktk;rsAA24AA 

 /;kusukRefui';fUrdsfpnkRekuekReukAvU;slka[;su ;ksxsudeZ;ksxsu pkijsAA25AA 

vU;sRosoetkuUr% JqRokU;sH; miklrs A rs·fipkfrrjUR;soe`R;qa Jqfrijk;.kk%AA26AA 

 ;kor~ l¥tk;rsfdf¥pr~ lÙoaLFkkojtaxee~A {ks={ks=Kla;ksxkr~ rf}f} Hkjr"kZHkAA27AA 

 lea losZ"kqHkwrs"kqfr"BUraijes’oje~Afou’;Rlofou’;Ura ;% i';fr l i';frAA28AA 

 lea i';u~ fgloZ= leofLFkreh’oje~A u fguLR;kReukRekuarrks ;kfrijka xfre~AA29AA 

izd`R;So p dekZf.kfØ;kek.kkfuloZ’k%A ;% i';frrFkkRekuedrkZja l i';frAA30AA 

 ;nkHkwri`Fkx~ HkkoesdLFkeuqi’;frArr ,o p  foLrkjaczºelEi|rs rnkAA31AA 

vukfnRokféxqZ.kRokr~ ijekRek;eO;;%A ’kjhjLFkks·fidkSUrs; u djksfr  u fyI;rsAA32AA 



 ;FkkloZxralkS{E;knkdk’kauksifyI;rs A loZ=kofLFkrksnsgsrFkkRekuksifyI;rs AA33AA 

 ;Fkkizdk’k;R;sd% d`RLuayksdfeeajfo%A {ks=a {ks=h rFkkd`RLuaizdk’k;fr HkkjrAA34AA 

 {ks={ks=K;ksjsoeUrjaKkup{kq"kk A Hkwrizd`freks{ka p  ;s  fonq;kZfUrrs ije~AA35AA 

 

iqf"idk %& 

¼Å¡ rRlfnfr½ Jhen~Hkxonxhrklwifu"kRlqczãfo|k;ka ;ksx’kkL=s Jhd`".kktqZulaokns{ks={ks=KfoHkkx 

;ksx;ksxks uke  =;ksn’kks·/;k;%AA1AA 

Pushpika : -  

(Om tatsatity) (Shrimad Bhagwad Geeta SuupnishatsuBrahamvidya yam yogshastre Shri Krishan Arjun 

SambadeKshetrakshetragyavibhagYogonamTryodashoAdhyay) 
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Aspect 13 

GEETA CHAPTER 13 

=;ksn’kks·/;k;% {ks={ks=KfoHkkx;ksx 

Tryodasho Adhyay : KshetraKshetragyavibhag Yoga: 

 

T 

 



JhHkxoku mokp

izd`fra iq:"ka pSo {ks=a {ks=Keso pA ,rn~ osfnrqfePNkfe Kkua Ks;a p ds’koAA1AA 

bna ’kjhja dkSUrs; {ks=feR;fHk/kh;rsA ,rn~ ;ks osfÙk ra izkgq% {ks=K bfr rf}}%AA2AA 

 {ks=Ka pkfi eka fof) loZ{ks=s"kq HkkjrA {ks={ks=K;ksKkZua ;ÙkTKkua era eeAA3AA 

 rr~ {ks=a ;Pp ;kn`d~ p ;f}dkfj ;r’p ;r~A l p ;ks ;RizHkko’p rr~ leklsu es 
’k`.kqAA4AA 

 _f"kfHkcZgq.kk xhra NUnksfHkfoZfo/ks% i`Fkd~A czºelw=inS’pSo gsrqefn~HkfoZfuf’prS% AA5AA 

egkHkwrkU;gadkjks cqf)jO;äeso pA bfUnz;kf.k n’kSda p i¥p  psfUnz;xkspjk%AA6AA 

bPNk }s"k% lq[ka nq%[ka lM~-?kkr’psruk /k`fr%A ,rr~ {ks=a leklsu lfodkjeqnkâre~AA7AA 

vekfuRoenfEHkRoefgalk {kkfUrjktZoe~A vkpk;ksZiklua ’kkSpa LFkS;ZekRefofuxzg%AA8AA 

bfUnz;kFksZ"kq oSjkX;eugadkj ,o pA tUee`R;qtjkO;kf/knq%[knks"kkuqn’kZue~AA 9AA 

vlfäjufHk"oax% iq=nkjx`gkfn"kqA fuR;a p lefpÙkRofe"Vkfu"VksiifÙk"kqAA10AA 

ef; pkuU;;ksxsu HkfäjO;fHkpkfj.khA fofoäns’klsfoRoejfrtZulalfnAA11AA 

v/;kReKkufuR;Roa rÙoKkukFkZn’kZue~A ,rTKKufefr  izksäeKkua ;nrks·U;FkkAA12AA 

Ks;a ;ÙkRizo{;kfe  ;TKkRoke`re’uqrsA vukfn eRija czºe u lÙkéklnqP;rsAA13AA 

 loZr% ikf.kikna rr~ loZrks·f{kf’kjkseq[ke~A loZr% JqfreYyksds loZeko`R; fr"BfrAA14AA 

 losZfUnz;xq.kkHkkla losZfUnz;fooftZre~A vläa loZHk`PpSo fuxqZ.ka xq.kHkä` pAA15AA 

 cfgjUr’p Hkwrkukepja  pjeso pA lw{eRokÙknfoKs;a  nwjLFka pkfUrds p  rr~AA16AA 



 vfoHkäa p  Hkwrs"kq foHkäfeo p fLFkre~A HkwrHkr`Z pTKs;a xzfl".kq izHkfo".kq pAA17AA 

 T;ksfr"kkefi rTT;ksfrLrel% ijeqP;rsA Kkua Ks;a KkuxE;a âfn loZL; fof"Bre~AA18AA 

 bfr {ks=a rFkk Kkua Ks;a pksäa leklr%A en~Hkä  ,rf}Kk; en~Hkkok;ksii|rsAA19AA 

 izd`fr iq:"ka pSo fon~/;uknh mHkkofiA fodkjka’p xq.kka’pSo fof) izd`frlEHkoku~AA20AA 

 dk;Zdkj.kdrZ̀Ros gsrq% izd`fr:P;rsA iq:"k% lq[knq%[kkuka Hkksä`Ros gsrq:P;rsAA21AA 

 iq:"k% izd`frLFkks fg Hkaqäs izd`frtku~ xq.kku~A dkj.ka xq.klaxks·L; lnl|ksfutUelq AA22AA 

 minz"VkuqeUrk p HkrkZ Hkksäk egs’oj%A ijekResfr pkI;qäks nsgs·fLeu~ iq:"k% ij% AA23AA 

 ; ,oa osfÙk iq:"ka izd`fr p xq.kS% lgA loZFkk orZekuks·fi u l Hkw;ks·fHktk;rsAA24AA 

 /;kusukRefu i';fUr dsfpnkRekuekReukA vU;s lka[;su ;ksxsu deZ;ksxsu pkijsAA25AA 

 vU;s RosoetkuUr% JqRokU;sH; miklrs A rs·fi pkfrrjUR;so e`R;qa Jqfrijk;.kk%AA26AA 

 ;kor~ l¥tk;rs fdf¥pr~ lÙoa LFkkojtaxee~A {ks={ks=Kla;ksxkr~ rf}f} Hkjr"kZHkAA27AA 

 lea losZ"kq Hkwrs"kq fr"BUra ijes’oje~A fou’;Rlofou’;Ura ;% i';fr l i';frAA28AA 

 lea i';u~ fg loZ= leofLFkreh’oje~A u fguLR;kReukRekua rrks ;kfr ijka xfre~AA29AA 

 izd`R;So p dekZf.k fØ;kek.kkfu loZ’k%A ;% i';fr rFkkRekuedrkZja l i';frAA30AA 

 ;nk Hkwri`Fkx~ HkkoesdLFkeuqi’;frA rr ,o p  foLrkja czºe lEi|rs rnkAA31AA 

 vukfnRokféxqZ.kRokr~ ijekRek;eO;;%A ’kjhjLFkks·fi  dkSUrs; u djksfr  u fyI;rsAA32AA 

 ;Fkk loZxra lkS{E;knkdk’ka uksifyI;rs A loZ=kofLFkrks nsgs rFkkRek uksifyI;rs AA33AA 

 ;Fkk izdk’k;R;sd% d`RLua yksdfeea jfo%A {ks=a {ks=h rFkk d`RLua izdk’k;fr HkkjrAA34AA 

 {ks={ks=K;ksjsoeUrja Kkup{kq"kk A Hkwrizd`freks{ka p  ;s  fonq;kZfUr rs ije~AA35AA 

 

iqf"idk %& 

¼Å¡ rRlfnfr½ Jhen~Hkxonxhrk lwifu"kRlq czãfo|k;ka ;ksx’kkL=s Jhd`".kktqZulaokns  

{ks={ks=KfoHkkx ;ksx ;ksxks uke  =;ksn’kks·/;k;%AA1AA 

Pushpika : -  

(Om tatsat ity) (Shrimad Bhagwad Geeta Suupnishatsu Brahamvidya yam yogshastre Shri Krishan Arjun 

Sambade Kshetrakshetragyavibhag Yogo nam Tryodasho Adhyay) 
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Aspect 14 

GANITA SUTRA 2  

 

 

1. Text ‘fuf[kya uor’pjea n’kr%’  

Table text letters (28) with TCV values (107)  
 

Ganita Sutra-2 TCV table 

SN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Letter  u~ b  [k~ b  y~ v   a u~ v o~ 

TCV  8 2 2 2 5 1 9 8 1 7 

SN 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Letter  v r~  v  'k~ p~  v J v e~  v 

TCV  1 4 1 2 2 1 3 1 9 1 

SN 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28   

Letter    a n~  v  'k~ v  r~  v  %   

TCV  9 6 1 2 1 4 1 13   

(Table 1) 

2. Simple English rendering of the text 

‘fuf[kya (all) uor’pjea (from nine and last) n’kr% (ten)’. 

All from nine and last from ten.  

Query 

 ‘All’ will or will not include ‘last’. 

Think :-  

Linear logic impels to accept, as that ‘last’ is included in ‘all’. 

Let us transcend  

Let us transcend from linear logic and transit from linear logic to spatial logic. 

 

3. Queries and leads  

Query :-  

How?  

What are the distinguishing features of this generic pair of logic? 

Lead :- 

‘Line and surface’ formats  

Line – linear – single axis set up  

‘surface – spatial – pair of axes’ 

Single – one  



Pair – two 

Further lead 

On line, we can set / format ‘point’. 

‘Line’ itself has its own ‘constituents’  

Query  

‘Constituents of line’ ? Are these not the points ? 

Lead  

Yes. Constituent of line as well is a point, but it is a point line/ a zero length set 

up. 

Point of line  

The point of a line may be taken by definition and concept, as a small, smaller and 

even smaller and the smallest, a zero state of line.  

Point of surface  

A point of a surface is a zero state surface area. 

Point of n-space 

Point of n-space is a zero state hyper volume of n-space. 

Point of 0-space and point of 1-space (line). 

Point of 0-space and point of 1-space are of distinct structures and features parallel 

with distinguishing structures and features of 0-space and of 1-space. 

Mental exercise 

One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to glimpse and 

imbibe the distinguishing structures and features of 0-space points and 1-space 

point. A step ahead one shall imbibe distinctiveness of 1-space point and 2-space 

point.  

 

Note :- Point of n-space is a zero state hyper volume (of n-space). 

 

Exercise Set / format 0-space points along / upon a line / 1-space body.  

 

Note :- Remain conscious that 0-space points along line will make them appearing 

indistinguishably while they are distinct in their structures and features.  

 

4. Mathematics of a pair of distinct spaces zero state points 

The setting / formatting of 0-space points along a line make a set up of a pair of 

distinct spaces zero state points. 

   

Space  Body  Constituents  

1-space Line / interval 
 

Zero length points 

0-space  Points / 0-space 
 

 

0-space points 
Upon 1-space body  

A                   B  

 



Glimpse  

Glimpse that 0-space points along line have gaps. These gaps are bridged by 

constituents point of a line.  

0-space n points have n-1 gaps. 

Further glimpse 

Set up of 0-space points along interval (1-space body), as a set up ‘AB’ of  

A                   B 

n points of 0-space, with (n-1) gaps requires (n-1) steps of 1-space constituents units 

for exhaustive coverage from A to B. 

However, for this coverage there is requirement of n steps of 0-space constituents 

(points). 

Let n = 10, so the rule ‘all from 9 and last from 10’.  

Mental Exercise  

Let us sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to visit a text ‘fuf[kya 

uor’pjea n’kr%’. And to appreciate the distinctive features and values of ‘fuf[kya’ / 

all and ‘pjea’ / last. 

 

5. Further leads  

Think a general case of which ‘all from 9 and last from 10’ is a specific case. It is 

all from n and last from n + 1. 

Ganita Sutras are a complete system. It has inherent features of going from general 

to specific and also from specific to general. Ganita Sutra 2 has its predecessor 

Ganita Sutra 1 of reach one more than previous one. With availability of this rule 

of Ganita Sutra 1, the same by inherent potentiality and implication, makes it a 

feature of the system of sequential progression, step by step and that way Ganita 

Sutras mathematical domain includes and covers, all place value systems and that 

ten place value system rule of Ganita Sutra 2 is a specific case of the general rule. 

 

6. Ganita Sutras and Upsutras  

Ganita Sutras and Ganita Upsutras together make an integrated system of 29 steps 

(16 of 16 Sutras and 13 of 13 upsutras). 

One may have a pause here and take note that numbers range 1 to 16 has factors 1 

to 29; 29 = 16 + 13. Value 29 is parallel to TCV (czg~ek) = 29 :  (czg~ek) Brahma, four 

head lord is creator the supreme and is overlord of creator’s space (4-space). The 

value 16 is parallel with TCV (tho) = 16; (tho) / Jeev / Being. Value 16 is also 

parallel with 24, value of quadruple spatial dimensions of 4-space. The value 13 is 

parallel with TCV (v{kj) = 13; (v{kj) / Akshar / indestructible. It is also parallel 

with 13 edged cube as hyper cube swapping 4-space domain. Further value 16 = 5 

+ 6 + 5 and value 13 = 4 + 5 + 4 are of the formats of transcendence of 6-space 

origin of 5-space domain and of 5-space origin of 4-space domain respectively.  

 

One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and 

imbibe these organization format features and values of formats of Ganita Sutras 



and Ganita Upsutras as complete scriptures in their own right to exist, and also both 

together as integrated mathematical domain. 

   

7. Integrated format of Ganita Sutras and Upsutras  

SN Sutra / Upsutra SN Sutra / Upsutra 

1 Ganita Sutra 1 16 Ganita Sutra 9 

2 Upsutra 1 17 Upsutra 8 

3 Ganita Sutra 2 18 Ganita Sutra 10 

4 Upsutra 2 19 Upsutra 9 

5 Ganita Sutra 3 20 Ganita Sutra 11 

6 Upsutra 3 21 Upsutra 10 

7 Ganita Sutra 4 22 Ganita Sutra 12 

8 Upsutra 4 23 Upsutra 11 

9 Ganita Sutra 5 24 Ganita Sutra 13 

10 Upsutra 5 25 Upsutra 12 

11 Ganita Sutra 6 26 Ganita Sutra 14 

12 Upsutra 6 27 Upsutra 13 

13 Ganita Sutra 7 28 Ganita Sutra 15 

14 Upsutra 7 29 Ganita Sutra 16 

15 Ganita Sutra 8   

    

 

Note :-  

1. Ganita Sutra 1 is a text of 16 letters. 

2. Ganita Sutras 8 and 9 are of 16 letters each and as such these because of spatial 

order of 4-space, do not require external bridging, and hence no Upsutra has in 

between placement.  

3. Ganita Sutras 15 and 16 as well are of 16 letters each and as such these because 

of spatial order of 4-space, do not require external bridging, and hence no 

Upsutra has in between placement. 

4. Ganita Upsutra 11 as well is of 16 letters. The placement of Upsutra 10 in 

between Sutra 11 and Sutra 12 is of significance as Sutra 11 is of mathematical 

domain and rule ‘part as whole’. The text of Ganita Upsutra 11 is of opposite 

orientation than that of the text of Ganita Sutra 15. The text of Ganita Upsutra 

11 is parallel with the second half of the text of Ganita Upsutra 13.  

5. Ganita Upsutra 13 is of 32 = 16 + 16 letters and as such the placement of Ganita 

Upsutra 13, as text of 32 letters makes a concrete bridging for Sutras 15 and 16 

ahead. 

 

8. Blissful feature 



Gap between Ganita Sutra 1 and Ganita Sutra 2 is bridged by Ganita Upsutra 1, 

while Ganita Sutra 2 bridges the gap between Ganita Upsutra 1 and Ganita Upsutra 

2. 

 

9. Mathematics of Ganita Sutra 2 

The mathematical domain of Ganita Sutra 2 is in continuity of mathematical domain 

of Ganita Sutra 1 supplemented by mathematical domain of Ganita Upsutra 1. 

 

Further mathematics of Ganita Sutra 2 together with Ganita Upsutra 2 provides 

base for the mathematical domain and mathematics of Ganita Sutra 3.  

 

10. Ganita Upsutra 1 

Ganita Upsutra 1 ‘vkuq:I;s.k’ has simple rendering ‘vkuq’ / follow, ‘:I;’ / form, ‘;s.k’ / 

as is framed. The rule is that all forms (and formats) are to be followed as per their 

frames. This is mathematics of symmetry. The working rule of symmetry within 

arithmetics, manifests as ‘proportionality’. 

 

Ganita Sutra 1 and Ganita Upsutra 1 together constitute a concrete foundation for 

super structures of mathematical domain of Ganita Sutra 2, which with its rule : ‘all 

from 9 and last from 10’ gets generalized for all place value system and 10 place 

value system becomes a specific place value system. 

  

11. Letters set up of text of Ganita Sutra 2 

The text of Ganita Sutra 2 is a composition of triple word formulations ‘fuf[kya] 

uor’pjea] n’kr%’ as composition of (7, 14, 7) letters respectively which accept a 

geometric format as follows  

 

Geometric format 

 

Letters set up along the format 

 

Organization at the middle  

 

Organization of a pair of faces  
of a plane set up  

 

One may have a pause and take note that  

               7 = h2 = 1, 1 ½ , 2, 2 ½ ,  

   14 = H4 (2, 3, 4, 5) 

This as a feature of geometric format beneath the text of Ganita Sutra 2, bring to 

focus the organization (h2, H4, h2) 

One may further have a pause here and to take note that the rule ‘all from 9 and 

last from 10’, as a set up of a pair of values ‘9, 10’, by rule of symmetry progression 

will extend it as (9, 10, 11). 



And (9, 10, 11) takes us to 9 x 11 grid which accommodates all 9 x 11 = 99 double 

digit numbers of 10 place value system, as follows  

 
 

12. Format of creative boundary of Transcendental domain  

One may have a pause here and take note that domain boundary ratio formulation 

for Hyper cube 5 is A5: 10B4. The creative boundary (4-space as boundary) of 

transcendental domain (5-space domain), as such makes a format for ten place value 

system, as Hyper cube 4 is of 9 versions, which manifests format for 9 numerals of 

ten place value system. 

 

The symmetry rule will naturally extend for all even place value system because of 

the format features of boundary folds of Hyper cubes (An:2nBn-1). 

 

Further the symmetry rule of Ganita Sutra 1 together with asymmetry rule of Ganita 

Upsutra 2 (f'k";rs 'ks"klaK%) together with Ganita Sutra 12 ('ks"kk.;M~dsu pjes.k) will lead 

to further extension for odd place value systems as well.  

 

 One may have a pause here and to take note that the squire and circle, both 

are representative regular bodies of 2-space. And, cube and sphere, both are the 

representative regular bodies of 3-space.  

    

13. The domain boundary ratio of Hyper cube 2 

The domain boundary ratio of Hyper cube 2, square is A2:4B1. However, in respect 

of a circle, the domain boundary ratio comes to be  

1/ 4 D2 : D; D = diameter.  

 

One may have a pause here and take note that in case of a square, it is the boundary 

which has its components, while in case of a circle, it is the domain which has its 

components.  

 

Likewise are the features of cube and a sphere. 

 



One may further have a pause here and take note of the above feature, which in its 

generalization, is as that boundary is of 2n components for hyper cube n. And also 

the domain as well will have its 2n components. 

 

This brings to focus, as to how even number of components of boundary provide 

a format for corresponding 2n place value system, i.e. for even place value systems. 

 

And 2n + 1 versions of Hyper cube n provides a format for 2n + 1 place value 

system  i.e. for odd place value systems.  

 

One may further have a pause here and take note that above features together 

provide a clue and a technique to make domain out of its boundary envelope and 

to have a cut for the domain (like a cut for sweet watermelon) and to have resetting 

for the domain as a lotus with inside faces of the leaves exposed outwardly.  

  

14. Odd place value systems formats 

One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to revisit the 

organization format features of text letters of Ganita Sutra 2 (7, 10, 7) together with 

the working rule (9, 10) getting extended as (9, 10, 11) and a grid 9 x 11 for the 

accommodation of all double digit numbers of ten place value systems. The 

symmetry rules and linear progression rules of Ganita Upsutra 1 and Ganita Sutra 

1 together will help generalize gird (9 x 11) for ten place value systems as (n-1, n + 

1) for n place value system for n = even or odd.  

 

15. Format (h2, H4, h2) 

The feature (h2, H4, h2) /(7, 14, 7) of Ganita Sutra 2, in its generality comes to be 

(hn, H2n, hn) for n even or odd.  

Table  

h2, H4, h2 7, 14, 7 

 
h2 ½ , H5, h2 ½  9, 18, 9 

 
H3, H6, h9 11, 22, 11 

 
H3 ½ , H7, h3 ½  13, 26, 13 

 
H4, H8, h4 15, 30, 15 

 
------ -----  

 

  

16. VMS & T applications  



The VMS & T (Vedic Mathematics, Science and Technology) applications of Ganita 

Sutra 2 will take us to the TCV values and ten folds of TCV values of the text 

formulations.  

 

Here below are being tabulated ten folds of TCV values for the text of Ganita Sutra 

2.  

 
Ganita Sutra-2 word formulation  
fuf[kya (letters 7 TCV 28) 
Table of ten TCV folds  

 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 

017 2 u~ 8  28 11 30 50 108 

018 2 b 2 0 22 16 6 20 42 

019 2 [k~ 2  22 16 6 20 42 

020 2 b 2 0 22 16 6 20 42 

021 2 y~ 5  25 15 18 35 75 

022 2 v 1 15 21 8 2 15 31 

023 2 a 9 28 29 17 34 55 119 

 

 

Ganita Sutra-2 word formulation  
uor’pjea (letters 14 TCV 50) 

Table of ten TCV folds 
 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 

024 2 u~ 8  28 11 30 50 108 

025 2 v 1 24 21 8 2 15 31 

026 2 o~ 7  27 14 26 45 97 

027 2 v 1 21 21 8 2 15 31 

028 2 r~ 4  24 12 14 30 64 

029 2 v 1 12 21 8 2 15 31 

030 2 'k~ 2  22 16 6 20 42 

031 2 p~ 2  22 16 6 20 42 

032 2 v 1 12 21 8 2 15 31 

033 2 j 3  16 8 10 25 53 

034 2 v 1 9 21 8 2 15 31 

035 2 e~ 9  29 17 34 55 119 

036 2 v 1 27 21 8 3 15 31 



037 2 a 9 28 29 17 34 55 119 

 

Ganita Sutra-2 word formulation  
n’kr% (letters 7 TCV 29) 
Table of ten TCV folds 

 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10  

038 2 n~ 6  26 10 22 40 86  

039 2 v 1 18 21 8 2 15 31  

040 2 'k~ 2  22 16 6 20 42  

041 2 v 1 6 21 8 2 15 31  

042 2 r~ 4  24 12 14 30 64  

043 2 v 1 12 21 8 2 15 31  

044 2 % 13 32   50 75 163  

 

Note VMS & T applications make a complete discipline in itself and same to be taken up 

separately.  

Dr. S. K. Kapoor  
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Aspect 15 

GANITA SUTRA 9 

pyudyukH;ke~ 

Letters = 16, TCV = 56 
 
 

1. Text with TCV values  
Ganita Sutra-9 

SN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Letter  p~ v y~ v u~ v d~ v y~ v 

TCV  2 1 5 1 8 1 1 1 5 1 

SN 11 12 13 14 15 16     

Letter  u~ vk Hk~ ;~ vk e~     

TCV  8 2 8 1 2 9     

 

2. Letterwise TCV folds for the text  
 

pyudyukH;ke~A 

 

C1= Serial number, C2=letter, C3 = TCV, C4 = TT, trans, C5= FF, Frequency, C6 = F, Formulation, C7= 

H, Geometric format, C8= R, Transcendence range, C9= RS, Synthesis of transcendence ranges  

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 

1 p~ 2  22 16 6 20 42 

2 v 1 6 21 8 2 15 31 

3 y~ 5  25 15 18 35 75 

4 v 1 15 21 8 2 15 31 

5 u~ 8  28 11 30 50 108 

6 v 1 24 21 8 2 15 31 

7 d~ 4  24 12 14 30 64 

8 v 1 12 21 8 2 15 31 

9 y~ 5  26 10 22 40 86 

10 v 1 18 21 8 2 15 31 

11 u~ 8  28 11 30 50 108 

12 vk 2 0 22 16 6 20 42 

13 Hk~ 8  28 11 30 50 108 

14 ;~ 1  21 8 2 15 31 

15 vk 2 0 22 16 6 20 42 

16 e~ 9 9 29 17 34 55 119 

 
 



 
3. Simple rendering for the text 

pyu (dynamic state) dyuk (consolidation / accumulation) H;ke~ (spatial 

reservoir frame) 
The dynamic state consolidation as / within spatial reservoir frame.  
 

4. One applied value feature of this Sutra is to workout half boundary as a Derivatives 

format, but as it is availing only half boundary, so the natural limitation is inherently 

inbuilt in it. And it is. Domain continuity remains unexhausted while half boundary 

format gets exhausted with the coverage uptill half boundary. The domain 

continuity feature and boundary derivative feature run parallel only up till half 

boundary. Thereafter the continuity and derivablity do not follow the parallel path. 

And because of it the phenomenon of everywhere continuous but no where 

derivable confronts. This modern mathematics difficulity to resolve the 

phenomenon of everywhere continuous but no where derivable functions would 

require that the entire boundary is to be taken into consideration like the entire 

domain being availed for definition of continuity. 

 

5. The applied values range of Sutra 9 is very wide. Vedic mathematics, science and 

technology concept of Divya Ganga Parvah (transcendental transfer of space 

content), Divya Darav (transition from manifested content to transcendental 

content) and Dehantra (transmigration from one body to another body) are fully 

explioting this sutra (sutra 9). However, for complete imbibing of pure values of 

Ganita Sutra 9, one is to acquire proper insight and apprpriate enlightenment about 

the organization format, features and values of text of this sutra.  

 

6. One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to visit the following 

depictions of different features of this Sutra  

 

 

Hyper cube 1 (interval / -1, 
0, 1, 2) with its pair of 
orientations, on their 
segregation will permit flow 
for 0-space as dimension of 
2-space. It will lead us to 
water bed of running river 
within its pair of banks.  
 
One shall sit comfortably 
and to permit the 
transcending mind to 
comprehend it as ‘dynamic 
state’ consolidation as / 



within a spatial reservoir 
frame. 

 

A step ahead, one shall 
revisit hyper cube 2 / surface 
/0, 1, 2, 3 which with 
segregation of a pair of faces 
of ‘surface’ within 3-space, 
permit the existence of ‘ice 
cube’ / state. 
 
One shall sit comfortably 
and to permit the 
transcending mind to 
comprehend and imbibe the 
dynamic state consolidation 
/ within the pair of faces of 
a surface as manifestation of 
a spatial reservoir frame. 

 

Further in continuity, one 
shall visit the three 
dimensional frame as a 
synthetic set up of a pair of 
three dimensional of a half 
dimension, and split of cube 
as a pair of prisms and the 
dynamic state consolidation 
as and within spaitial 
reservoir frame. 

 

One shall sit comfortably 
and to permit the 
transcending mind to be 
parallel with the 
transcenence phenomenon 
of spatil order upward and 
downward transcendence 
from 4-space as origin of 3-
space, and as a result there 
happening a dynamic state 
consolidation as and within a 
spatial reservoir frame.  
 



 

One shall further permit the 
transcending mind to 
continuously remain in 
prolong sitting of trans and 
to be parallel with the 
existence of penetagon 
within a pentagon and this 
ad-infinitum phenomenon 
of features of dynamic state 
consoliation as and within a 
spatial reservoir frame. 
 

 
 

 

One shall further permit the 
transcending mind to be 
parallel with the features of 
pentagon being a printout of 
5-space body. This will bring 
one face to face with the 
Transcendental  domain (5-
space body) unfolding its 
outer cover as northern and 
southern hemisphere and the 
inner fold of the 
Transcendental domain to 
be lively at the middle origin 
seat.  
 
It would be blissful to take 
ntoe that the formultion 
‘pyu’  with TCV 18 takes 

parallel to the 
Transcendental origin, while 
formulation ‘dyu’ with 

TCV 17, parallel with the 
northern hemisphere and 
formulation ‘dyuk’ with 

TCV 18 as consolidation of 
dynamic state as and within 
spaital reservoir frame. 

 

Formulation ‘H;ke~’ with 

TCV ‘H;ke~’ = 20 as D7 (20, 

18, 18, 16’ makes out the 
existence phenomenon of 
TCV ‘pyu’ and TCV ‘dyuk’. 

    One shall sit comfortably 
and to permit the 
transcending mind to be 



parallel with these features of 
text of Sutra 9.  

 

Further one shall revisit the 
solid order, transcendental 
domain (5-space with 3-
space as dimension) 
  The split of Transcendental 
domain (5-space) within 4-
space with parallel split of 
three dimensional frame into 
a pair of three dimensional 
frames of half dimensions 
manifests northern 
hemispheres as of values ’17, 
17, 17’ of summation value 
51 and the southern 
hemisphere, being ’19, 19, 
19’ = 57.  

 

The difference value 57 – 51 
= 6 is parallel with Dn = 
4n-8 and Hn = 4n – 2. 
 

 

One shall sit comfortably 
and to permit the 
transcending mind to be 
parallel with the split of a 
linear dimension because of 
pair of orientations being of 
values pair (-1, +1) of 
difference value 2 and triple 
linear dimension will make 
consolidated difference 
values as 6.  
 

 

Further, one shall revisit 
hexagon within hexagon and 
be face to face with the 
feautre of only 3 internal 
diagonal passing through the 
center. 



 

One shall sit comfortably 
and to permit the 
transcending mind to be 
parallel with the feature of 
boundary of hyper cube 3 
being a set up of 6 spatial 
components.  

 

This feature is of domain 
boundary ratio A3: 6B2. With 
take off, of a spatial 
boundary component, there 
happens a spatial window. 
The outer space gets 
dimensionalized as 4-space. 
As a result 4-space inflow 
within 3-space domain 
through spatial window is of 
a reach at the creative (4-
space) origin of 3-space.   

 

In the background of above 
features, one may revisit the 
text formulations ‘pyu] 

dyu] H;ke~’. Here outline of 

glaring features of the text is 
being dotted. It will be a 
blissful exercise to express 
fully about these features.  

 

Express about the features 
outline.  

 

Express about the features 
outline. 

 
 
 

                       

Express about the features 
outline. 

 

Express about the features 
outline. 



 

Express about the features 
outline. 

 

Express about the features 
outline. 

 

7. Further study 

The further study will take us to VMS & T domain where the concepts and 

applications of Divya Ganga Parvah (fnO; xaxk izokg) (transcendental transfer of 

space content), Divya Darav (fnO; nzO;) (transition from manifested content to 

transcendental content) and Dehantra (nsgkUrj) (transmigration from one body to 

another body) are fully availing the mathematics of Ganita Sutra 9, much beyond 

the normal calculas.  

TCV (fnO; nzO;) = 17 + 17 = 34 = H9 = h4 ½ + h 4 ½  

TCV (fnO; xM~+xk izokg)  = 17 + 14 + 26 = 57 = 19 + 19 + 19 = h5 + h5 + h5 

TCV (nsgkUrj) = (nsg) + (vUr)  + (j)  = 22 + 14 + 4 = 40 = 4 x 10 = 4 x (4+ 6).  
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Aspect 16 

GANITA SUTRA 4 

 

ijkoR;Z ;kst;sr~ 
Letters = 17, TCV = 52 

 
 

1. Text with TCV values  
Ganita Sutra-4 

SN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Letter  i~ v j~  vk o~ v j~ r~  ;~ v 

TCV  5 1 3 2 7 1 3 4 1 1 

SN 11 12 13 14 15 16 17    

Letter  ;~  vks t~ v ;~ , r~    

TCV  1 7 4 1 1 6 4    

 

2. Letterwise TCV folds for the text  
 

ijkoR;Z ;kst;sr ~ 
C1= Serial number, C2=letter, C3 = TCV, C4 = TT, trans, C5= FF, Frequency, C6 = F, Formulation, C7= 

H, Geometric format, C8= R, Transcendence range, C9= RS, Synthesis of transcendence ranges  

ijkoR;Z 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 

1 i~ 5  25 15 18 35 75 

2 v 1 15 21 8 2 15 31 

3 j~ 3  16 8 10 25 53 

4 vk 2 0 22 16 6 20 42 

5 o~ 7  27 14 26 45 97 

6 v 1 21 21 8 2 15 31 

7 Z 3  17 8 10 25 53 

8 r~ 4  24 12 14 30 64 

9 ;~ 1  21 8 2 15 31 

10 v 1 24 21 8 2 15 31 

 

;kst;sr~ 



C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 

1 ;~ 1  21 8 2 15 31 

2 vks 7 105 27 14 26 45 97 

3 t~ 4  24 12 14 30 64 

4 v 1 12 21 8 2 15 31 

5 ;~ 1  21 8 2 15 31 

6 , 6 48 26 10 22 40 86 

7 r~ 4 4 24 12 14 30 64 

 
 

3. Simple rendering for the text 

‘ijkoR;Z (transpose) ;kst;sr ~ ‘unite’.  

Transpose and Unite  
 

4. Transpose and Unite 
Hyper cube 1 (interval) has a pair of orientations. First orientation is transposition 
image of the second orientation. And vice – versa. Second orientation is 
transposition image of the first orientation. When first orientation is united with its 
transposition image (second orientation), a unified state, neutralizes the 
orientations. It is this neutralization of orientations feature, which as a mathematical 
operation, makes a mathematics of this operation. This operation may be designated 
as ‘reflection opearation’. The object and image, as distinct entities, have many 
common features, but at the same time, they have their distinguishing features as 
well. This operation, as reflection operation with its pair of distinct entities (object 
and image), the same within arithmetic domain permit formatting as (+1, -1). Within 
geometric domain, the same manifests (domain fold, dimension fold format.  
 

5. Hyper cube 2, square / surface, as well has a pair of faces, but of opposite 
orientations, and as such, organization rule of Ganita Sutra 4  ‘ijkoR;Z (transpose) 

;kst;sr ~ ‘unite’ comes into play and the pair of faces accept representation as a pair 

of values (-2, +2). 
 

6. A step ahead, a three dimensional frame is of a synthetic feature of a pair of three 
dimensional frame of half dimensions of opposite orientations.  
 

7. Within 4-space, because of a spatial order, the feature 2 + 2 = 4 = 2 x 2 = (-2) x (-

2) and 24 = 42 , it is the rule of Ganita Sutra 4 ‘ijkoR;Z ;kst;sr ~’, which will help 

decipherout a pair of units of 4-space, namely ‘2 as 1’ and ‘1 as 2’. 
 

8. The pair of units ‘2 as 1’ an ‘1 as 2’ lead to working unit ‘1 /2’ and as such the 
mathematics of 4-space becomes a mathematics of distinct features than that of 
mathematics of 3-space which is of a linear order and is having ‘1 as 1’ as the 
working unit.  
 



9. The pair of units of 4-space, 2 as 1 and 1 as 2 manifests a pair of distinct sequences 
of regular bodies of four folds of full unit and of half units. 
 

10. The availablity of a sequence of full unit bodies of four folds (n-2, n-1, n, n+1) and 
also of a sequence of half unit bodies of four folds (n-1, n – ½, n, n + ½ ), enrich 
the Vedic Mathematics, Science and Technology. 
 

11. Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with the pure and applied 
values of Ganita Sutra 4 shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind 
to glimpse and imbibe the placement of Ganita Sutra 4 in the organization of Ganita 
Sutras 1 to 16, as well as, as per its placement in the integrated format of Ganita 
Sutras 1 to 16 and Ganita Sutras 1 to 13. 
 

12. The placement of Ganita Sutra 4 in the integrated format of Ganita Sutras and 
Ganita Upsutras comes to be as follows :-  
 

SN Sutra / Upsutra Text  

1 Sutra 1  ,dkf/kdsu iwosZ.k  Letters = 16, TCV = 75 

2 Upsutra 1 vkuq:I;s.k  Letters = 10, TCV = 42 

3 Sutra 2 fuf[kya uor’pjea n’kr%  Letters =28, TCV = 107 

4 Upsutra 2 f'k";rs 'ks"klaK%  Letters = 18, TCV = 74 

5 Sutra 3 Å/oZfr;ZX;ke~ Letters = 15, TCV = 56 

6 Upsutra 3 vk/kek/ksukUR;eUR;su Letters = 23, TCV = 96 

7 Sutra 4   ijkoR;Z ;kst;sr~  Letters = 17, TCV = 52 

8 Upsutra 4 dsoyS% lIrda xq.;kr~ Letters = 21, TCV = 92 

 

13. One may have a pause here and take note that transition from Ganita Sutra 3 to 
Ganita Sutra 4 takes place with bridging of the gap by Ganita Upsutra 3. 

14. Further the transition from Ganita Sutra 4 to Ganita Sutra 5 takes place with gap 
standing bridged by Ganita Upsutra 4. 

15. Still further, Ganita Sutra 4 itself bridges the gap between Ganita Upsutra 3 and 
Ganita Upsutra 4. 

16. One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to be parallel with 
these organization features while reaching at the pure and applied values of Ganita 
Sutra 4.  

17. The central values domain of mathematics of Ganita Sutra 4 is as are the values of 
the text of Ganita Sutra 4.  

18. The values of the text of Ganita Sutra 4 permt chase in terms of TCV values of its 
letters. 

19. Further, the distinct folds of TCV values, lead us to further values domain of 
mathematics of Ganita Sutra 4.  
 



  

.  
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Aspect 17 

GEETA CHAPTER 15 

i¥pn’kks·/;k;% iq:"kksÙke;ksx 

Panchdasho Adhyay : Purshotamm Yoga: 
 

Uvacha – 1 Shalokas 20 Pushpika syllables – 49 

TCV (iq:"kksÙke ;ksx) = 49 + 12 = 61 

 
 

Background visit 

 

1. Chapter 15 follows chapter 14 and is being followed by chapter 16. 

 

Shalokas 21 to 27 of chapter 14 are of Sribhagwan Uvacha. All 1 to 20 shalokas of 

chapter 15 are also of Sribhagwan Uvacha. Further all 1 to 24 shalokas of chapter 

16 as well are of Sribhagwan Uvacha. This way, these 6 + 20 + 24 = 50 shalokas 

are of Sribhagwan and these are in continuity but at the same time these stand 

classified respectively being of chapters 14, 15 and 16. 

 

To appreciate this organization feature, firstly we have to be conscious as that 

chapters 14, 15 and 16 are distinct yoga disciplines domains. Chapter 14 is 

Guntiryavibagyog, Chapter 15 is Purshotamyog and chapter 16 is 

Deviasurisamapadavibagyog. Further, the values triple (6, 20, 24), as per their 

parallel geometric formats lead us to Hyper cube 2 of four folds summation value 

6. Value 20 is parallel with the synthesis value of a pair of spatial ranges (2, 3, 4, 5, 

6). And value 24 is parallel with the six creative dimensions constituting a 

dimensional frame of 6-space.  

 

One may have a pause here and take note that quadruple folds for geometric frame 

of value 6, pentafolds transcendence ranges for geometric format of value 20 and 

hexa dimensions of dimensional frame of 6-space, that way make a sequential 

progression of reach from 4-space to 5-space to 6-space 

 

2. Chapter 12 and chapter 15, both are of 20 shalokas ranges. Chapter 12 is Bhaktiyog 

while chapter 15 is Purshotamyog. Chapter 12 is of two Uvachas, one of Arjuna 

and other of Sribhagwan. Arjuna Uvacha is of single shaloka while Sribhagwan 

Uvacha is of 19 shalokas. Further Pushpika of Bhaktiyog is of 45 syllables, puspika 

of Purshottamyog is of 49 syllables. Value 45 is summation value of values range 1 



to 9, while value 49 is 7 x 7. One may have a pause here and take note that the 9-

space domain splits into a pair of 7-space domains.  

 

3. In between chapter 13 is Ksetraksatregyyog of 34 shalokas range. Value 34 is parallel 

with summation value of four folds (7, 8, 9, 10) of hyper cube 9, the representative 

regular body of 9-space in 4-space. One may have a pause here and taken note that 

Hyper cube 4, the representative regular body of 4-space is of 9 versions and these 

are the representative regular bodies of 9 geometries of 4-space.  

 

Panchvritya 

 

4. Geeta is a Yoga scripture. Being a yoga scripture, its organization as well as 

knowledge and enlightenment are to be approached and imbibed sequentially as of 

five folds. This feature is parallel with space as the fifth element. Further, Hyper 

cube 5, representative regular body of 5-space in 4-space, is a set up of four folds 

(3, 4, 5, 6) of summation value 18 parallel with the organization of text of Geeta 

being of 18 chapters and each chapter being a distinct yoga discipline.  

5. The sequential organization of chapters 1 to 18, inherently, also avails the values of 

number 1 to 18. The organization of values range 1 to 18, is of the features that 

nine steps range 1 to 9 becomes the feature of chapters 1 to 9 and next 9 steps range 

of values 10 to 18 becomes the features of chapters 1 to 18.  

6. The first half (chapters 1 to 9) avail formats of 1 to 9 space and of their bodies 

manifestation within 4-space, while second half (Chapters 10 to 18) avail boundary 

folds of hyper cubes 5 to 9.  

7. 5-space, in its role, as origin of 4-space, and otherwise value 5 being of middle 

placement of 9 numerals range 1 to 9, and still further, there being 9 versions of 

Hyper cube 4, and the dimensional transcendence from 5-space to its solid 

dimension and further to its linear dimension of dimension, makes Transcendental 

triples (5, 3, 1) of summation value 9 while the product value 5 x 3 x 1 = 15 is 

parallel with TCV (Loj) = 15. Here it also relevant to take note that TCV (Ik¥~p)  = 

15. 

8. These features of value 15 are inherently marking their presence in the organization, 

knowledge and enlightenment of Purshotamyoga of chapter 15 of Geeta.  

 

Pratmavriti 

 

9. Geeta text is availing Devnagri alphabet. 

10. Devnagri alphabet is a set up of compactified formats. 

11. Three upper most formats are : letters format, numbers format and geometric 

format. 

12. For visiting pure and applied values of Vedic mathematics, one is to firstly reach 

from letters format to numbers format, to be followed by a reach from numbers 

format to geometric format.  



13. The reach technique from letters format to numbers format is of placement values 

of individual letters in the Devnagri alphabet format (letters format). This is 

designated as Transcendental code values (TCV) technique, as this transition and 

transformation is of feature and value of transcendence from four fold manifested 

creations of 4-space to five fold format of 5-space.  

14. As such, the Partmavriti, first chase step, is going to be to have conversion for the 

letters text into numbers text, which would mean to associate TCV values to the 

letters of the text.  

15. Here below shalokawise text is followed by TCV dictionary of the text words. The 

formal definition for TCV of word of Devnagri alphabet letters may be taken as the 

summation value of TCV values of individual letters of the word. 

16. For facility of convenient reference, hereunder is reproduced Devnagri alphabet 

with the respective placement values of the individual letter making their respective 

TCV values. 

 
Devnagri Varanmala 

nsoukxjha o.kZekyk  

 

TCV (nsoukxjha o.kZekyk) = 

= TCV (nsoukxjha) + TCV (o.kZekyk) 

= (41+36) = 77 
 

Nine vowels   
 
v  b m _ y~ , vks ,s vkS  TCV (v  b m _ y~ , vks ,s vkS)  =45 
1   2   3  4  5   6   7   8  9 = 45   Class 1 letters = TCV 45 
 
5 x 5 Varga consonants   
 
d [k x /k M+  1   2   3  4  5 = TCV (d [k x /k M+) =15 
p N t > ´ 2   3   4  5  6 = TCV (p N t > ´)= 20 
V B M <+ .k   3   4  5  6  7  = TCV (V B M <+ .k) =25 
r Fk n /k u  4   5  6  7  8  = TCV (r Fk n /k u) =30 
i Q c Hk e  5   6  7  8  9 = TCV (i Q c Hk e) =35 
    TOTAL TCV = 125 
Class 2 letters = TCV 125 
 
Anthstha letters:  

; j y o 1   3   5   7 = 16 = TCV (; j y o) 

   Class 3 letters = TCV 16 

 

Ushmana letters:  



'k l "k g 2   3   6  9 = 20 = TCV ('k l "k g) 

Class 4 letters = TCV 20 

 

Grand summation value of TCV of formulation Devnagri 

varanmala and its quadruple classes 

= 77 + 45 + 125 + 16 + 20 = 283 
 

17. It will be a blissful exercise to revisit the TCV dictionary entries of each shaloka and 

to verify the tabulation of TCV values of individual words :  

 

Shalokawise text with TCV Dictionary  

 

JhHkxokuqokp 

 

1. Shaloka 1 text  

Å/oZewye/k%’kk[ke’oRFka izkgqjO;;e~A 

NUnkafl ;L; i.kkZfu ;Lra osn l osnfor~AA1AA 

 

Å/oZewye~] v/k%’kk[ke~] v’oRFke~] izkgq%] vO;;e~] 

NUnkafl] ;L;] i.kkZfu] ;%] re~] osn] l%] osnfor~ AA1AA 

 

    TCV dictionary  

Word  Å/oZ ewy v/k ’kk[kk v’oRFk vO;; 

TCV 23 21 9 8 21 11 

Word  NUn i.kZ osn] osnfor   

TCV 19 16 20 33   

 

Shaloka 2 text 

v/k’pks/oZa izl`rkLrL; ’kk[kk xq.kizo`)k fo"k;izokyk%A 

v/k’p ewykU;uqlUrrkfu dekZuqcU/khfu euq";ykisdsAA2AA 

 

v/k%] p] Å/oZe~] izl`rk%] rL;] ’kk[kk%] xq.kizo`)k%] fo"k;izokyk%]   

v/k%] p] ewykfu] vuqlUrrkfu] dekZuqcU/khfu] euq";yksdsAA2AA 

TCV dictionary  

Word  v/k Å/oZ izl`rk ’kk[kk xq.k izo`)k 

TCV 9 23 20 8 14 33 

Word  fo"k; izokyk ewy vuqlUrr deZ vuqcU/k 

TCV 18 23 21 34 14 36 

Word  euq"; yksd     

TCV 29 14     

 

Shaloka 3 text 



u  :ieL;sg rFkksiyH;rs ukUrks u pkfnuZ p  lEizfr"BkA 

v’oRFkesua lqfo:<ewye~ vlax’kL=s.k n`<su fNÙokAA3AA 

 

u] :ie~] vL;] bg] rFkk] miyH;rs] u] vUr%] u] p] vkfn%] u] p] laizfr"Bk] 

v’oRFke~] ,ue~] lqfo:<ewye~] vlaMx’kL=s.k] n`<su] fNÙokAA3AA 

TCV dictionary  

Word  :i vUr vkfn laizfr"Bk v’oRFk  

TCV 15 14 10 38 21  

Word  lqfo:<ewy vlaM+~+x 'kL= n`< fNÙok  

TCV 52 14 12 17 18  

 

Shaloka 4 text 

rr% ina rRifjekfxZrO;a ;fLeu~  xrk u fuorZfUr Hkw;%A 

reso pk|a iq:"ka izi|s ;r%  izo`fÙk% izl`rk iqjk.khAA4AA 

 

rr%] ine~] rRk~] ifjekfxZrO;e~] ;fLeu~] xrk%] u] fuorZfUr] Hkw;%] re~]  ,o~] p] 

vk|e~] iq:"ke~] izi|s] ;r%] izo`fÙk%] izl`rk] iqjk.khAA4AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  rr in ifjekxZ fuorZ vkfn iq:"k 

TCV 10 13 28 25 10 24 

Word  izin izo`fÙk izl`rk iqjk.kh   

TCV 20 24 24 24   

 

Shaloka 5 text 

fuekZueksgk  ftrlaxnks"kk v/;kRefuR;k fofuo`Ùkdkek%A 

}U}SfoZeqäk% lq[knq%[klaKSj~  xPNUR;ew<k% ineO;;a rr~AA5AA 

 

fuekZueksgk%] ftrlaMxnks"kk] v/;kRefuR;k%] fofuo`Ùkdkek%] }U}S%] foeqäk%] 

lq[knq%[klaKS%] xPNfURk] vew<k%] ine~] vO;;e~] rr~AA5AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  fuekZu fuekZsg ftrlM+~++x v/;kRe fuR; fofuo`Ùkdke }U} 

TCV 32 38 24 26 16 52 34 

Word  foeqDr lq[k nq%[k vew< Ikn vO;; rr~ 

TCV 27 9 25 23 13 11 9 

 

          Shaloka 6 text 

u  rn~ Hkkl;rs lw;ksZ u ’k’kkadks u ikod%A 

;n~ xRok u fuorZUrs r)ke ijea eeAA6AA 

 



u] rr~] Hkkl;rs] lw;Z%] u] ’k’kkM-d%] u] ikod%] 

;r~] xRok] u] fuorZUrs] rr~] /kke] ijee~] eeAA6AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  rr~ Hkkl;rs lw;Z ’k’kkM-d ikod fuorZUr 

TCV 9 26 13 14 17 38 

Word  /kke ije     

TCV 19 20     

 

Shaloka 7 text 

eeSoka’kks thoyksds thoHkwr% lukru%A 

eu%"k"BkuhfUnz;kf.k izd`frLFkkfu d"kZfrAA7AA 

 

ee~] ,o] va’k%] thoyksds] thoHkwr%] lukru%A 

eu%"k"Bkfu] bfUnz;kf.k] izd`frLFkkfu] d"kZfrAA7AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  va’k  tho yksd Hkwr lukru eu 

TCV 13 16 14 19 28 19 

Word  "k"B bfUnz izd`fr LFkku d"kZ.k  

TCV 18 18 18 19 19  
 

Shaloka 8 text 

’kjhja ;nokIuksfr ;PpkI;qRØkerh’oj%A 

x`ghRoSrkfu la;kfr ok;qxZU/kkfuok’k;kr~AA8AA 

 

’kjhje~] ;r~] vokIuksfr] ;r~] p] vfIk] mRØkefr] bZ’oj%A 

x`ghRok] ,rkfu] la;kfr] ok;q%] xU/kku~] bo] vk’k;kr~AA8AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  ’kjhj vokIu mRØe.k bZ’oj x`g.k la;.k 

TCV 14 24 28 18 25 23 

Word  ok;q xU/k vk’k;    

TCV 13 20 7    
 

Shaloka 9 text 

Jks=a p{kq% Li’kZua p  jlua ?kzk.keso pA 

vf/k"Bk; eu’pk;a fo"k;kuqilsorsAA9AA 

 

Jks=e~] p{kq%] Li’kZue~] p] jlue~] ?kzk.ke~] ,o] pA 

vf/k"Bk;] eu%] p] v;e~] fo"k;ku~] milsorsAA9AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  Jks= p{kq Li’kZ jl ?kzk.k vf/k"Bku 



TCV 16 13 14 8 15 31 

Word  eu fo"k; milsou    

TCV 19 18 35    

Shaloka 10 text 

mRØkeUra  fLFkra okfi Hkq¥tkua ok xq.kkfUore~A 

foew<k ukuqi’;fUr i';fUr Kkup{kq"k%AA10AA 

 

mRØkeUre~]  fLFkre~] ok] vfi] Hkq¥tkue~] ok] xq.kkfUore~A 

foew<k%] u] vuqi’;fUr] i';fUr] Kkup{kq"k% AA10AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  mRØkeUr fLFkr Hkq¥~tku xq.k vfUor~ foew< 

TCV 33 15 32 14 22 31 

Word  Kkup{kq Kkup{kq"k     

TCV 34 41     

 

Shaloka 11 text 

;rUrks ;ksfxu’pSua  i';UR;kReU;ofLFkre~A 

;rUrks·I’d`rkRekuks uSua i';UR;psrl%AA11AA 

 

;rUr%] ;ksfxu%] p] ,ue~] i';fURk] vkRefUk] vofLFkre~A 

;rUr%] vfIk] vd`rkReku%] u] ,ue~] i';fURk] vpsrl%AA11AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  ;rUr ;ksfx vkRek vofLFkr vd`rkReku vpsrl 

TCV 20 13 17 24 36 18 

 

Shaloka 12 text 

;nkfnR;xra rstks txn~ Hkkl;rs·f[kye~A 

;PpUnzefl ;PpkXukS rÙkstks fof) ekede~AA12AA 

 

;r~] vkfnR;xre~] rst%] txr~] Hkkl;rs] vf[kye~A     

;r~] pUnzefl] ;r~] p] vXukS] rr~] rst%] fof)] ekede~AA12AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  vkfnR; rst txr~ Hkkl;rs vf[ky pUnz 

TCV 16 15 13 26 11 19 

Word  vfXu fof)     

TCV 14 24     

 

Shaloka 13 text 

xkekfo’; p Hkwrkfu /kkj;kE;gekstlkA 

iq".kkfe pkS"k/kh% lokZ% lkseks HkwRok jlkRed%AA13AA 

 



xke~] vkfo’;] p] Hkwrkfu] /kkj;kfEk] vge~] vkstlkA 

iq".kkfe] p] vks"k/kh%] lokZ%] lkse%] HkwRok] jlkRed%AA13AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  xke~ vkfo’; Hkwr /kkj.k vkstl~ iq"V 

TCV 14 15 19 21 15 18 

Word  vks"k/kh lkse jl    

TCV 25 20 8    

 

Shaloka 14 text 

vga oS’okujks HkwRok izkf.kuka nsgekfJr%A 

izk.kkikulek;qä% ipkE;éa prqfoZ/ke~AA14AA 

 

vge~] oS’okuj%] HkwRok] izkf.kuke~] nsge~] vkfJr%A 

izk.kkikulek;qä%] ipkfEk] vée~] prqfoZ/ke~AA14AA   

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  oS’okuj izkf.k nsg izk.k vkiku vé 

TCV 39 17 22 16 18 18 

Word  prqfoZ/k      

TCV 29      

 

Shaloka 15 text 

loZL; pkga âfn lféfo"Vks eÙk% Le`frKkZueiksgua pA 

osnS’p loSZjgeso os|ks osnkUrd`n~ osnfonso pkge~AA15AA 

  

loZL;] p] vge~] âfn] lafufo"V%] eÙk%] Le`fr%] Kkue~] viksgue~] p] osnS%] p] loSZ] 

vge~] ,o] os|%] osnkUrd`r~] osnfor~] ,o] p] vge~AA15AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  âfn lafufo"V Le`fr Kku viksgu osn 

TCV 21 33 22 21 32 20 

Word  os| osnkUrd`r~ osnfor    

TCV 22 43 33    

 

Shaloka 16 text 

}kfoeks iq:"kkS  yksds {kj’pk{kj ,o pA 

{kj% lokZf.k Hkwrkfu dwVLFkks·{kj mP;rsAA16AA 

  

}kS] beks] iq:"kkS] yksds] {kj%] p] v{kj%] ,o] p] {kj%] lokZf.k] Hkwrkfu] dwVLFk%] 

v{kj%] mP;rsAA16AA 

 

TCV dictionary  



Word  iq:"k yksd {kj v{kj Hkwr dwVLFk 

TCV 24 14 12 13 19 20 

 

Shaloka 17 text 

mÙke% iq:"kLRoU;% ijekResR;qnkâr%A 

;ks yksd=;ekfo’; fcHkR;ZO;; bZ’oj%AA17AA 

 

mÙke%] iq:"k%] Rkq] vU;%] ijekRek] bfRk] mnkâr%A 

;%] yksd=;e~] vkfo’;] fcHkfRkZ] vO;;] bZ’oj%AA17AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  mÙke iq:"k ijekRek mnkâr yksd=;  

TCV 22 24 37 29 22  

Word  vkfo’; fcHkfRkZ vO;; bZ’oj   

TCV 15 26 11 18   
 

Shaloka 18 text 

;LekR{kjerhrks·ge{kjknfi pksÙke%A 

vrks·fLe yksds osns p izfFkr% iq:"kksÙke%AA18AA 

  

;LekRk~] {kje~] vrhr%] vge~] v{kjkr~] vfi] Pk] mÙke%A 

vr%] vfLe] yksds] osns] p] izfFkr%] iq:"kksÙke% AA18AA 
  

TCV dictionary  

Word  {kj vrhr v{kj mÙke yksd  

TCV 12 15 13 22 14  

Word  osn izfFkr iq:"kksÙke    

TCV 20 19 49    
 

Shaloka 19 text 

;ks ekesoelEew<ks tkukfr iq:"kksÙkee~A 

l loZfon~ Hktfr eka loZHkkosu HkkjrAA19AA 

 

;%] eke~] ,oe~] vlaew<%] tkukfr] iq:"kksÙkee~A 

l%] loZfor~] Hktfr] eke~] loZHkkosu] HkkjrAA19AA 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  vlaew< iq:"kksÙke loZfor~ Hktfr loZHkkosu  

TCV 36 49 27 21 46  
  

Shaloka 20 text 

bfr xqºÓrea ’kkL=kfeneqäa e;ku?kA 

,rn~ cqn~/ok cqf)eku~ L;kRd`rd`R;’p HkkjrAA20AA 

 

bfr] xqºÓree~] ’kkL=ke~] bne~] mäe~] e;k] vu?kA 



,rr~] cqn~/ok] cqf)eku~] L;kRk~] d`rd`R;%] p] HkkjrAA20AA 

 

 

TCV dictionary  

Word  bfr xqºÓre ’kkL= vu?k cqn~/ok  

TCV 8 32 13 15 32  

Word  cqf)eku d`rd`R; Hkkjr    

TCV 45 21 18    

 

iqf"idk %& 

¼Å¡ rRlfnfr½ Jhen~Hkxonxhrk lwifu"kRlq czãfo|k;ka ;ksx’kkL=s Jhd`".kktqZulaokns  

iq:"kksÙke;ksx ;ksxks uke i¥pn’kks·/;k;%AA1AA 

Pushpika : - 

(Om tatsat ity) (Shrimad Bhagwad Geeta Suupnishatsu Brahamvidya yam yogshastre 

Shri Krishan Arjun Sambade Purushotamm Yogo nam Panchdasho Adhyay) 
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Aspect 18 

GEETA CHAPTER 15 

i¥pn’kks·/;k;% iq:"kksÙke;ksx 

Panchdasho Adhyay : Purshotamm Yoga: 
 

Uvacha – 1 Shalokas 20 Pushpika syllables – 49 

TCV (iq:"kksÙke ;ksx) = 49 + 12 = 61 

Dwitya Vriti to Pancham Vriti 

(Second processing fold to fifth processing fold) 
 

Prathma Vriti (First processing fold) 

 

18. First processing fold takes us from letters alphabet format of Devnagri to numbers 

alphabet format of Devnagri. 

19. This reach from letters alphabet to numbers alphabet brings in numbers values for 

letters in terms of which one can even coordinate different alphabets. 

20. Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with the potentialities and 

features of Devnagri alphabet being the mother alphabet of all alphabets accepted 

by human mind for different speaking languages.  

21. It in itself is going to be a very big project and exercise to explore ancient times 

when Devnagri alphabet had a lineage as a family of ancient languages alphabets. 

22. It in itself is going to be a complete discipline in itself 

 

Dwitya Vriti to Pancham Vriti 

(Second processing fold to fifth processing fold) 

 

23. Essential forms and domains of processing folds are as follows : 

Fold Essential features  

First  Transition from letters alphabet to number alphabet 

Second  Transition from number alphabet to Sathapatya / geometric 
format 

Third Sankhiya Nishtha and Yoga Nishtha / interlocking of 
artifices of numbers and synthesis of dimensional frames  

Fourth  Ganita Sutras and Geeta 

Fifth  Manuesha Lok / Human existence space 

 

Dwitya Vriti 

24. Dwitya Vriti, in continuity of Prathma Vriti, transit from numbers alphabet to 

Sathapatya / geometric format. 

25. Formulation Sathapatya ‘LFkkiR;’ leads to TCV (LFkkiR;) = 22 which accepts 

organization 22 = 4 + 5 + 6 + 7, which is parallel with four folds (4, 5, 6, 7) of 

hyper cube 6. 



26. Mansara, the scripture of Sathapatya upved, describes the features of Sathapatya 

measuring rod as that its presiding deity is Lord Vishnu, while the presiding deity 

of the measure of the measuring rod is Lord Brahma. Simultaneously Mansara 

enlists features of Sathapatya measuring rope as that its presiding deity is Vasuki 

serpent. 

27. These features as these are the manifested features of Lord Vishnu, overlord of 6-

space, Lord Brahma as overlord of 4-space and Vasuki of Transcendental (5-space) 

flow features. 

28. With it, the measuring domain of Sathapatya measuring rod becomes the surfacing 

domain getting surfaced in terms of Sathapatya measuring rod being a synthetic set 

up of representative regular bodies of 1 to 6 space manifesting within creator’s space 

(4-space). 

29. The basic features of Sathapatya measuring rod are as follows :-  

12 (1) Symbols for Hyper cubes 1 to 7, bodies of 1-space to 7-space  

 
12 (2) Hyper cube n is of four folds (n-2, n-1, n, n+1). These four folds are 

designated as dimension fold, boundary fold, domain fold and origin fold.  

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 

H1 1 2 3 4 

H2 2 3 4 5 

H3 3 4 5 6 

H4 4 5 6 7 

H5 5 6 7 8 

H6 6 7 8 9 

H7 7 8 9 10 

 

C0= Hyper cube (H), C1 = Dimension fold, C2 = boundary fold, C3= Domain 

fold, C4 = Origin fold 

 

12 (3) Domain boundary ratio formulation An:2nBn-1 . 
C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

H1 (-1, 0, 1, 2)  
= 2 

A1 2B0  1 x 2  
= 2 

2 
H1 

H2 (0, 1, 2, 3)  
= 6 

A2 4B1  2 x 4  
= 8 
 

2+ 6 
H1 + H2 

H3 (1, 2, 3, 4)  
= 10 

A3 6B2  3 x 6  
= 18 

2 +6 + 10 
H1 + H2 + H3 

H4 (2, 3, 4, 5)  
= 14 

A4 8B3  4 x 8  
= 32 

2 +6 + 10+ 14 
H1 + H2 + H3 + H4 

H5 (3, 4, 5, 6)  
= 18 

A5 10B4  5 x 10  
= 50 

2 +6 + 10+ 14+ 18 
H1 + H2 + H3 + H4+ H5 

H6 (4, 5, 6, 7)  A6 12B5  6 x 12  2 +6 + 10+ 14+ 18 + 22 



= 22 = 72 H1 + H2 + H3 + H4+ H5+H6 

H7 (5, 6, 7, 8)  
= 26 

A7 14B6  7 x 14  
= 98 

2 +6 + 10+ 14+ 18 + 22 + 26 
H1 + H2 + H3 + H4+ H5+H6 + H7 

 

C0= Hyper cube (H), C1= Summation value of four folds of hyper cube, C2 = 

Domain Fold, C3 = boundary fold, C4= Coordinates fixation of boundary fold, 

within dimensional frame of domain fold, C5= Geometric format / Sathapatya 

format  

 

12 (4) 4-space is a spatial order space (2-space as dimension). As such, 4-space has 

a pair of units namely 2 as 1 and 1 as 2. It gives rise to ½ as a working unit. With it 

there are two distinct generic sequential manifestations (hyper cubes) of full unit (n-

2, n-1, n, n+1) and half units (n-1, n- ½, n, n +1).  

 

The table hereunder enlists essential features of Hn (full unit) and hn (half unit) 

Hyper cubes manifestations of 1-space to 7-space.  
 C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

1-space H1 2 h1 3 H1 + h1 = 2 + 3 = 5 

2-space H2 6 h2 7 H2 + h2 = 6+ 7 = 13 

3-space H3 10 h3 11 H3 + h3 = 10+ 11 = 21 

4-space H4 14 h4 15 H4 + h4 = 14+ 15 = 29 

5-space H5 18 h5 19 H5 + h5 = 18+ 19 = 37 

6-space H6 22 h6 23 H6 + h6 = 22+ 23 = 45 

7-space H7 26 h7 27 H7 + h7 = 26+ 27 = 53 

8-space H8 30 h8 31 H8 + h8 = 30+ 31 = 61 

9-space H9 34 h9 35 H9 + h9 = 34+ 35 = 69 

10-space H10 38 h10 39 H10+ h10 = 38+ 39 = 77 

 

C0=Space C1=full unit body, C2= Summation value of four folds of C1, C3= 

half unit body, C4= Summation value of four folds of C3, C5= Hn+hn 

 

12 (5) Origin of Hyper cube is of a dual status becomes a seat of value of both full 

unit and half unit manifestation. N-space domain with pair of manifestations Hn 

and hn will make value for its origin as Hn + hn. The following table gives the 

values of origin seats of 1-space to 10-space.  
C0 C1 

1-space H1 + h1 = 2 + 3 = 5 

2-space H2 + h2 = 6+ 7 = 13 

3-space H3 + h3 = 10+ 11 = 21 

4-space H4 + h4 = 14+ 15 = 29 

5-space H5 + h5 = 18+ 19 = 37 

6-space H6 + h6 = 22+ 23 = 45 

7-space H7 + h7 = 26+ 27 = 53 

8-space H8 + h8 = 30+ 31 = 61 

9-space H9 + h9 = 34+ 35 = 69 

10-space H10+ h10 = 38+ 39 = 77 

C0=Space, C1= Origin seat value 

Tritya Vriti 



 

30. Tritya Vriti, in continuity of Prathma Vriti and Dwitya Vriti follows the unified 

processing steps of Sankhiya Nishtha and Yoga Nishtha to meet the situations of 

interlocking of artifices of numbers and synthesis of dimensional frames. 

31. Geeta preserve the enlightenment that the reach destination (Sathan / LFkku) of 

Sankhiya Nishtha and of Yoga Nishtha are the same (Geeta 5.5). 

32. Sankhiya Nishtha presumes the existence of geometric formats and avails the same 

for processing in terms of artifices of numbers. 

33. On the other hand, Yoga Nishtha presumes the existence of artifices of numbers 

and avails the same for processing along geometric formats (within dimensional 

frames). 

34. Vedic Systems are working parallel with the internal interlocking of the artifices of 

numbers manifesting in the form of factors of numbers. 

35. Vedic systems are built as of the range of first perfect number (6 / Surya Ank) to 

second perfect number (28 / Brahman Ank). 

36. For it, values range 1 to 1000 and its primes 1 to 168, being parallel to the 

dimensional frame of 8-space, viz 168 = 8 x 21 = 8 x (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 +6), 

parallel with the set up of eight dimensions, with each dimension being of a 

Sathapatya format as 6-space domain. 

37. TCV (LkgL=) = 23 = TCV (vuUr) makes the system perfectly parallel with the inbuilt 

of the artifices of values of numbers. 

38. Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to acquire insight parallel with Vedic Systems 

shall draw the table of numbers range 1 to 1000 and their factors. However, for our 

present stage illustration, the table of numbers 1 to 20 and their factors 1 to 37 is 

being drawn and the same to be firstly extending for 1 to 37 and then ahead uptill 

1 to 99, 1 to 117, 1 to 130, -----, 1 to 1000.  

 

C1 C2 C3 C4 

1 1 1 1 

2 2 1 2 

3 3 1 3 

4 2 x 2 2 5 

5 5 1 6 

6 2 x 3 2 8 

7 7 1 9 

8 2 x 2 x 2 3 12 

9 3 x 3 2 14 

10 2 x 5 2 16 

11 11 1 17 

12 2 x 2 x 3 3 20 

13 13 1 21 

14 2 x 7 2 23 

15 3 x 5 2 25 

16 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 4 29 



17 17 1 30 

18 2 x 3 x 3 3 33 

19 19 1 34 

20 2 x 2 x5 3 37 

 

C1 = number, C2 = factors, C3= number of factors, C4= total factors uptill this 

number.  

 

The above table may be extending uptill 1 to 37 as follows, and this exercise may 

be continued uptill 1 to 1000. 

 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

21 3 x 7 2 39  

22 2 x 11 2 41  

23 23 1 42  

24 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 4 46  

25 5 x 5 2 48  

26 2 x 13 2 50  

27 3 x 3 x 3 3 53  

28 2 x 2 x 7 3 56  

29 29 1 57  

30 2 x 3 x 5 3 60  

31 31 1 61  

32 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 5 66  

33 3 x 11 2 68  

34 2 x 17 2 70  

35 5 x 7 2 72  

36 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 4 76  

37 37 1 77  

 

39. One may have a pause here and take note that number value range 4 is of factors 5, 

number value range 1-5 is of factors 6, number value range 1-6 is of factors 8, 

number value range 1-8 is of factors 12, number value range 1-12 is of factors 20 

and number value range 1-20 is of factors 37. And a step ahead number value range 

1-37 is of factors 77.  

 

It will be blissful to take note that TCV (osn)= 20, TCV (JhHkxoku) = 37 and TCV 

(nsoukxjh o.kZekyk) = 77. 

 

40. One shall sit comfortably and to comprehend and imbibe above values of Dwitya 

Vriti and Tritya Vriti along with the values of Prathma Vriti. 
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GEETA CHAPTER 08 

v"Veks·/;k;% v{kjczã;ksx 

Ashtmo Adhyay : Aksharbraham Yoga 
 

 

 

1. Opening Statement  

Braham Rishi Ved Vyas organizes and classifies Vedic Knowledge as four Vedas 

(Rigved, yajurved, samved and athuravved). Brahamrishi organizes this knowledge 

in every dwapar Yuga. There are 14 kalpas. The Ahoratra (day and night) 

organization makes it 14 + 14 = 28. The organization is undertaken 28 times. 

Parallel to it there are 28 Transcendental designations (names of Brahamrishi). The 

28th Transcendental designation is Krishnadwipyan.  

Formulation ‘Krishnadwapayan / d`".k}Sik;u’ 

 

TCV (d`".k}Sik;u)  = TCV (d~)+TCV (+_) + TCV (") + TCV (.k~) + 

    TCV (v) + TCV (n~) + TCV (o~) + TCV (,s)  

+ TCV (i~) + TCV (vk) + TCV (;~) + TCV (v) 

+ TCV (u~) + TCV (v)  

=     1 + 4 + 6 + 7 + 1 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 5 + 2 +  
        1 + 1 + 8 + 1  

               =     58 

TCV (oSfnd xf.kr lw=) = TCV (oSfnd) + TCV (xf.kr) + TCV (lw=)  

                            =25 + 18 + 15 = 58  
                      = 29 + 29  

      = TCV (czg~ek) + TCV (czg~ek) 
  

2. Mathematics of Ganita Sutras  

Mathematics of Ganita Sutras is the mathematics of organization of Vedic 

knowledge. Ganita Sutras and Geeta text are having parallel sequential values as 

being tabulated hereunder :-  

Geeta chapter Ganita Sutra 

1 10 

2 11 

3 1 

4 13 

5 2 

6 15 

7 3 



8 Vedic mathematics Base values  

9 4 

10 Spiritual base values 

11 5 

12 12 

13 6 

14 14 

15 7 

16 16 

17 8 

18 9 

 

3. Geeta chapter 8 

Geeta Chapter 8 preserves the knowledge base of Vedic mathematics of Ganita 

Sutras. Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with features, values, 

knowledge and enlightenment of vedic mathematics and of Vedic systems shall 

permit the transcending mind to sequentially comprehend and imbibe the values of 

text of Geeta chapter 8. 

 

4. Sequential organization of text of Geeta chapter 8 

The text of Geeta Chapter 8 be sequentially approach as  

i. Shalokas 1 and 2  

Seven questions raised by Arjuna are :  

(1) ‘fda  rn~ czºe’ / Kim tad brahma 

(2) fde/;kRea / kim adhyatmam 

(3) fda deZ / Kim karma 

(4) fda vf/kHkwra /  kim Adhibutam  

(5) fda  vf/knSoa / kim adhidavam 

(6) dFka vf/k;K% dks·= nsg / Katham Adhiyajah  ko tra dehe 

(7) dFka iz;k.kdkys Ks;ks·fl / katham Prayana kale jneyo   

ii. Shalokas 3 to 5 

Answers of Sribhagwan of above seven questions of Arjuna 

  

SN Question Answer  

1 ‘fda  rn~ czºe’ /  
Kim tad brahma 

v{kja czºe ijea  

Aksaram brahma paramam 

2 fde/;kRea /  
kim adhyatmam 

LoHkkoks·/;kRe  

svabhavo dhyatmam  

3 fda deZ /  
Kim karma 

HkwrHkkoksn~Hkodjks folxZ% deZlafKr%  

Bhuta-bhavodhava-karo visagah  
karma samjnitah 

4 fda vf/kHkwra /   
kim Adhibutam 

vf/kHkwra {kjks Hkko%  

Adhibutam ksaro bhavah 

5 fda  vf/knSoa / iq:"k’pkf/knSore~A  



 kim adhidavam purusas cadhidaivatam 
6 dFka vf/k;K% dks·= nsg /  

Katham Adhiyajah  ko tra dehe 
vf/k;Kks·gesok= nsg  

adhiyajno ham evatra dehe 

7 dFka iz;k.kdkys Ks;ks·fl /  

katham Prayana kale jneyo 
ekeso LejUeqDRok  

mam eva smaran muktva 

 

 

iii. Shalokas 6 to 10 

The fruit of following the above path  

The path and fruit for those following the path is subject of enlightenment 

of these shalokas. It is the path of devotion by continuous recitation and 

remembering the God. It is the technique of Yoga of consideration of 

Parana in Brikuti and transcending. This transcendence is of fruit of reach 

in the eternal domain. All those who recite and remember other Devas, they 

are destined for the fruits of domains of Devas. It is there, as 6-space (eternal 

domain of Lord is origin of Transcendental domain, 5-space domain of 

Devas). Lord seated at 6-space origin seat destines the worshipper of Devas 

for the fruits of domains of Devas. However, those who worship Lord are 

destined to the fruits of the domain of the lord himself.  

iv.  Shaloka 11 

Value 11 is parallel with the format of 11th version of Hyper cube 5. Lord 

sitting at origin seat of 5-space, proclaims that now He is going to bestow 

the enlightenment further. 

v. Shalokas 12 to 15 

Lord bestows enlightenment of the way the devotes shall worship by closing 

the doors and windows of all senses and concentrating mind within hear, 

and to be parallel with the enlightenment path of Om itah ek akshhar 

Braham for Transcendental flow into the domain of Lord. And there is no 

return back for such devotees.  

vi. Shalokas 16 to 17 

Two fold existence phenomenon of life of salvation and rebirth is being 

explained. Aa Braham Bhuwan and Lokas, are all of recycle format. The day 

and night cycles are of run thousand chaturyugas duration. 

vii. Shalokas 18 to 22 

The five fold phases and stages of the Transcendental path are : Vyakata, 

Avakatha, Sanatana, Pursha and Divya Pursha. 

viii. Shalokas 23 

Value 23 has parallel TCV (vuUr) = 23 and the same is having two fold path 

of northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere organization and the 

enlightenment about pilgrimage of Being in both hemispheres.  

 

 

ix. Shalokas 24 to 27 



The enlightenment of pilgrimage of both hemispheres is bestowed here in 

these shalokas. 

x. Shalokas 28 

The fruit of Akshar Braham Yog transcends the domains of Vedas, Yajnas, 

Tapas, Daan and Transcendental grace Being merges in the Eternal Domain.   

 

5. Knowledge base of Enlightenment  

The knowledge base of the enlightenment bestowed by Lord with seat at origin of 

Transcendental domain is of the Transcendental order. The enlightenment values 

is that one shall transcend the manifested four folds creation format and to be 

within the Transcendental domain and with the enlightenment even to transcend 

the Transcendental domain itself and to merge with the eternal domain as origin of 

Transcendental domain. It is this transition and transformation for 4-space as 

domain to 4-space as dimension of 6-space which manifests the knowledge base. It 

is this knowledge base which helps complete transcendence from the linear order 

knowledge (Gyan Vighan). The linear order knowledge (Gyan Vighan) takes only 

uptill the cementing seven peaks posed as seven questions as the end fruit of Gyan 

Vighan Yog of Geeta chapter 7. The answer to these questions, as is the 

enlightenment of chapter 8 take us for transition and transformation from linear 

order to spatial order of 4-space and 4-space as dimension transcends 

Transcendental domain (5-space) and takes to 6-space domain. Sadkhas fulfilled 

with intensity of urge to be parallel with Vedic knowledge systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to glimpse the way 6-space as 

origin transcends from 5-space domain and as a result the emergence of 

transcendence path (5, 6, 5) of summation 16, the Ganita Sutras mathematical 

domain which has initiation with its first letter (,)  the sixth vowel as value 6 and as 

6-space settles the Transcendental journey for the eternal domain (9-space as origin 

of 8-space domain of 6-space as dimension). 

 

6. Sit comfortably and permit the transcending mind to transcend. 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with Vedic systems shall follow 

the transcendence path settled as Akshar Braham Yog, particularly in shaloka 13 

Om Iti Ek Akshar Braham.  

7. Om Iti Ek Akshar Braham ‘vkse~ bfr ,d v{kj czg~e~’ 

The values of Transcendental path ‘vkse~ bfr ,d v{kj czg~e~’ deserves to be imbibed 

fully. The first question being raised and answered is : 

  

1 ‘fda  rn~ czºe’ /  
Kim tad brahma 

v{kja czºe ijea  

Aksaram brahma paramam 

  



The quadruple formulations ‘bfr ,d v{kj czg~e’, as values of ‘vkse~’ and quadruple 

formulations ‘vkse~ bfr ,d v{kj’ as values of ‘czg~e’ deserve to be imbibed well for 

proper insight and appropriate enlightenment.  

8. Formulation ‘bfr’ 

The formulation ‘bfr’ as a composition of triple letters ‘b r~ b’ of triple TCV values 

(2, 4, 2) makes a sequential progression within creator’s space and the same regulates 

the presence of primes in numbers range from odd primes pair (3, 5) onwards :  

Prime Reach step for  
next prime 

Next  
Prime 

5 2 7 

7 4 11 

11 2 13 

13 4 17 

17 2 19 

19 4 23 

23 2 
4 

29 

29 2 31 

31 4 
2 

37 

37 4 41 

-- -- -- 

One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to glimpse the 

sequence being maintained in second column above as of (2, 4, 2, 4, 2,----) 

9. Formulation ‘,d’ 

TCV (,d) = 8 = TCV (vkdk’k) = TCV (vki) = TCV (jLk) = D4  

              

10. Formulation ‘v{kj’ 

TCV (v{kj) = 13 = h 3 ½  

 

11. Formulation ‘czg~e~’ 

TCV (czg~e) = 28 = D9 

28 = 13 + 15 = h 3 ½ + h 4 

Values pair ’13, 15’ is of the format of (dimension, domain).  

 

12. Formulation ‘vkse~’ 

TCV (vkse~) = 7 + 9 

Values 16 = 24 is parallel with quadruple spatial dimensions frame of 4-space. 

Within 4-space, 2-space as dimension, accommodates single axis and pair of axes 

both individually as well as collectively as 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 8 = TCV (,d) and 2 x 2 

x 2 x 2 = 16 = TCV (};). 



One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to glimpse and 

imbibe above features of Transcendental values format of Om itah Ek Akshar 

Braham and be parallel with the knowledge base of Vedic mathematics and Vedic 

systems of creator’s space manifestation format permitting transcendence at origin.  

 

13. Blissful exercise  

It will be a blissful exercise to reach at TCV dictionary of words formulations of the 

text of Geeta Chapter 8. Further one shall firstly reach at simple rendering for the 

text of shalokas 1 to 28 and then to reach at the Vedic mathematics formats, in the 

light of TCV values and further in the light of the structural organization, of which 

some of the features are being enlisted.  

vtqZu mokp 

fda  rn~ czºe fde/;kRea fda deZ iq:"kksÙkeA 
vf/kHkwra p fda  izksäef/knSoa fdeqP;rsAA1AA 

 
Arjuna Yvaca  
Kim tad brahma kim adhyatmam Kim karma purusottama! 
Adhibutam ca kim proktam adhidavam kinm ucyate!! 
 

vtqZu mokp 

fde  rr~  czºe  fde~  v/;kRee~ fde~ deZ iq:"kksÙkeA 

vf/kHkwre~  p  fde~ izksäe~  vf/knSoe~  fde~ mP;rsAA1AA  

 

 vf/k;K% dFka dks·= nsgs·LeUe/kqlw/kuA 

iz;k.kdkys p dFka Ks;ks·fl fu;rkRefHk%AA2AA 

 
Adhiyajah Katham ko tra dehe smin madhusudana! 
Prayana kale ca katham jneyo si niyatamabhih !!  

 

vf/k;K% dFke~ d% v= nsgs vfLeUk e/kqlwnuA 

iz;k.kdkys p dFke~ Ks;% vfl fu;rkRefHk%AA2AA  

 

JhHkxokuqokp 

 v{kja czºe ijea LoHkkoks·/;kReeqP;rs A 

HkwrHkkoksn~Hkodjks folxZ% deZlafKr% AA3AA 

 
Sri-bhagavan uvaca 
Aksaram brahma paramam svabhavo dhyatmam ucyate! 
Bhuta-bhavodhava-karo visagah karma samjnitah !! 

 

v{kje~  czºe ijee~  LoHkko% v/;kRee~ mP;rs A 

HkwrHkkoksn~Hkodj% folxZ%  deZlafKr% 

AA3AA 

   



 vf/kHkwra {kjks Hkko% iq:"k’pkf/knSore~A 



vf/k;Kks·gesok= nsgs nsgHk`rka ojAA4AA 

 
Adhibutam ksaro bhavah purusas cadhidaivatam ! 
adhiyajno ham evatra dehe deha- bhratam vara !!. 

 

vf/kHkwre~ {kj% Hkko% iq:"k% p vf/knSore~A  

vf/k;K% vge~  ,o  v=  nsgs nsgHk`rke~ ojAA4AA 



 vUrdkys p ekeso LejUeqDRok dysoje~A 

;% iz;kfr l en~Hkkoa ;kfr ukLR;= la’k;%AA5AA 

 

Anta-kale ca mam eva smaran muktva kalevaram! 
Yah prayati sa mod-bhavam yati  nasty atra samsayah.!! 

 

vUrdkys p eke~ ,o LejUk~ eqDRok dysoje~A   

;%  iz;kfr  l%  en~Hkkoe~ ;kfr u vfLRk v= la’k;%  

        AA5AA 

 

 ;a ;a okfi Leju~ Hkkoa R;tR;Urs dysoje~A 
ra resoSfr dkSUrs; lnk rn~HkkoHkkfor%AA6AA 

 

Yam yam vapi smaran bhavam tyajaty ante kalevaram!  
tam tam evaiti Kaunteya sada tod-bhava-bhavitah!! 
 

;e~ ;e~ ok vfi Leju~ Hkkoe~ R;tfRk vUrs dysoje~A 

re~ re~ ,o ,fr dkSUrs; lnk rn~HkkoHkkfor%AA6AA   

 

 rLekRlosZ"kq dkys"kq ekeuqLej ;q/; pA 
e¸;fiZreukscqf)ekZesoS";L;la’k;%AA7AA 

 

Tasmat sarvesu kalesu mam anusmara yudhya ca ! 
Mayy arpita-mano-budhir mam evaisasy asamsayah !! 

 

rLekRk losZ"kq dkys"kq eke~ vuqLej ;q/; pA 

ef¸k  vfiZreukscqf)% eke~  ,o  ,";fLk  vla’k;e~AA7AA  

 

 vH;kl;ksx;qäsu psrlk ukU;xkfeukA 

ijea iq:"ka fnO;a ;kfr ikFkkZuqfpUr;u~AA8AA 

  

Abhyasa-yoga-yuktena cetasa nanya-gamind ! 
Paramam pourusam divyam yati parhamucinatayan !! 

 

vH;kl;ksx;qäsu psrlk ukU;xkfeukA    

ijee~  iq:"ke~ fnO;e~  ;kfr ikFkZ vuqfpUr;u~AA8AA 

 

 dfo iqjk.keuq’kkflrkje~ v.kksj.kh;kaleuqLejsn~ ;%A 



loZL; /kkrkjefpUR;:ie~ vkfnR;o.kZ rel% ijLrkr~AA9AA 

 

Kavim puranam anusasitaram anor ibktansan abysnared yah! 
Sarvasya adataram acintya-rupam adiya varnam tamasah parastat!! 

dfoe~ iqjk.ke~  vuq’kkflrkje~  

v.kks%  v.kh;kale~  vuqLejsr~  ;%A 

loZL;  /kkrkje~  vfpUR;:ie~  

vkfnR;o.kZe~  rel%  ijLrkr~AA9AA  

 

 iz;k.kdkys eulkpysu HkDR;k ;qäks ;ksxcysu pSoA 

HkzqokseZ/;s izk.kekos’; lE;d~ l ra ija iq:"keqiSfr fnO;e~AA10AA 

 

Prayana-kale manasacalena bhaktya yukto yoga balena caiva ! 
Bhruvor madhye pramam avesya samyak sa tam param purusam upaiti     divyam !! 

 

iz;k.kdkys eulk vpysu     

HkDR;k  ;qä%  ;ksxcysu  p  ,oA  

Hkzqoks  e/;s  izk.ke~  vkos’;  lE;d~  

l%  re~  ije~  iq:"ke~  miSfr  fnO;e~AA10AA 

 

 ;n{kja  fonfonks onfUr fo’kfUr ;n~ ;r;ks ohrjkxk%A 
;fnPNUrks czºep;Z pjfUr rÙks  ina laxzgs.k  izo{;sAA11AA 

 

Yad aksaram veda-vido vadanti visanti yad yatayo vita ragah ! 

Yad icchanto brahmacaryam caranti tat te padam sangrahena pravaksye!! 
 

 

;r~ v{kje~  fonfon% onfUr  

fo’kfUr ;r~  ;r;%  ohrjkxk%A  

;r~  bPNUr%  czºep;Ze~  pjfUr  

rr~  rs   ine~  laxzgs.k  izo{;sAA11AA 



 loZ}kjkf.k la;E; euks âfn  fu:/; pA 
ew/U;kZ/k;kReu% izk.kekfLFkrks ;ksx/kkj.kke~AA12AA 

 

Sarva-dvarani samyamya mano hrdi nirudhya ca! 
Murdhny adhayatmanah pranam astito yoga-dharanam !! 

 

loZ}kjkf.k la;E; eu% âfn fu:/;  pA 

ewf/UkZ  vk/k;  vkReu%  izk.ke~  vkfLFkr%  ;ksx/kkj.kke~AA12AA 

 

Å¡ bR;sdk{kja  czºe O;kgjUekeuqLeju~A 

;% iz;kfr R;tu~ nsga l ;kfr ijeka xfre~AA13AA 

 

Om ity ekak saram brahma vydharan mam anusmaran ! 



Yah prayati tyajan deham sa yati paramam gatim !!. 

 

Å¡ bfRk ,dk{kje~ czºe O;kgjUk~ eke~ vuqLeju~A  

;% iz;kfr R;tu~  nsge~ l%  ;kfr  ijeke~ xfre~AA13AA 

 

 

 vuU;psrk% lrra ;ks eka Lejfr fuR;’k%A 

rL;kga lqyHk% ikFkZ fuR;;qäL; ;ksfxu%AA14AA 

 

Ananya-cetah satatam yo mam smarati nityasah ! 

Tasyaham sulabhah partha nitya yuktasya yoginah !! 

 

vuU;psrk% lrre~ ;% eke~ Lejfr fuR;’k%A 

rL;  vge~  lqyHk% ikFkZ  fuR;;qäL;  ;ksfxu%AA14AA 

 

 ekeqisR; iqutZUe  nq%[kky;e’kk’ore~A 
ukIuqofUr egkReku% laflf) ijeka xrk%AA15AA 

 

Mam upetya punar janma duhkhalayam asasvatam ! 

Napnuvanti mahatmanah samsiddhim paramam gatah !! 

 

eke~ misR; iqutZUe nq%[kky;e~ v’kk’ore~A 

ukIuqofUr egkReku%  laflf)  ijeka  xrk%AA15AA 

 

 vkczºeHkqoukYyksdk% iqujkofrZuks·tqZuA 

ekeqisR; uq dkSUrs; iqutZUe u fo|rsAA16AA 

 

A-brahma bhuvanal lokah punar avarino rjuna ! 

Mam upetya tu kauneya punar jamma na vidyate !! 

 

vkczºeHkqoukr~ yksdk% iqujkofrZu% vtqZuA    

eke~  misR;  rq  dkSUrs; iqutZUe u fo|rsAA16AA 

 

 lglz;qxi;ZUreg;Zn~ czºe.kks fonq%A 
jkf= ;qxlglzkUrka rs·gksjk=fonks tuk%AA17AA 

 

Sahasra-yuga-paryantam adhar yad brahmano viduh ! 

Ratrim yuga sahasrantam te ho-ratra-vido janah !! 

 

lglz;qxi;ZUre~ vg% ;r~ czºe.k% fonq%A 

jkf=e~  ;qxlglzkUrke~  rs  vgksjk=fon% tuk%AA17AA 

 

 vO;äkn~ O;ä;% lokZ izHkoUR;gjkxesA 

jk=;kxes  izyh;Urs r=SokO;älaKdsAA18AA 



 

Avyaktad vyaktayah sarvah prabhavanty ahar-agame  

Ratry agame praliyante tatraivayakta samjnake !! 

 

vO;äkr~ O;ä;% lokZ% izHkofURk vgjkxesA 

jk=;kxes izyh;Urs r= ,o vO;älaKdsAA18AA 

 

 Hkwrxzke% l ,ok;a HkwRok HkRok izyh;rsA 
jk=;kxes·o’k% ikFkZ izHkoR;gjkxesAA19AA 

Bhuta-gramah sa evayam bhutva praliyate!  

ratry-agame vasah paraha prabhavaty ahar agame !! 

 

Hkwrxzke% l% ,o v;e~ HkwRok HkwRok izyh;rsA 

jk=;kxes vo’k% ikFkZ izHkofRk vgjkxesAA19AA   



 ijLrLekÙksq  Hkkoks·U;ks·O;äks·O;äkRlukru%A 

;% l losZ"kq Hkwrs"kq u’;Rlq u fou’;frAA20AA 

 

Paras tamat tu bhavo nyo vyakto vyaktat sanatanah! 
Yah sa sarvesu bhutesu nasyatsu na vinasyati !! 

 

ij% rLekr~ rq Hkko% vU;% vO;ä% vO;äkRr~ lukru%A 

;% l% losZ"kq Hkwrs"kq u’;Rlq u fou’;fr 

AA20AA 

 



 vO;äks·{kj bR;qäLrekgq% ijeka xfre~A 

;a izkI; u fuorZUrs r)ke ijea eeAA21AA 

 

Avyakto ksara ity uktas tam ahuh paramam gatim ! 
Yam prapya na nivartante tad dhama paramam mama !! 

 

vO;ä% v{kj% bfRk mä% re% vkgq% ijeke~ xfre~A 

;e~  izkI;  u  fuorZUrs  rr~  /kke  ijee~  eeAA21AA 

 

 iq:"k% l ij% ikFkZ HkDR;k yH;LrouU;;kA 
;L;kUr%LFkkfu Hkwrkfu ;su loZfena rre~AA22AA 

 

Purusah sa parah paraha bhaktya labhyas tv ananyaya ! 
Yasyantah sthani bhutani yena sarvam idam tatam !! 

 

iq:"k% l% ij% ikFkZ HkDR;k yH;% rq vuU;;kA 

;L; vUr%LFkkfu  Hkwrkfu  ;su  loZe  bne~  rre~AA22AA  

 

 ;= dkys rouko`fÙkeko`fÙk pSo ;ksfxu%A 



iz;krk ;kfUr ra dkya o{;kfe Hkjro"kZHkAA23AA 

 

Yatra kale tv anarttim arttim caiuva yoginah ! 
Prayanta yanti tam kalam vaksami  bharatarsabha !! 

 

;=  dkys  rq vuko`fÙke~ vo`fÙke~ p ,o ;ksfxu%A 

iz;krk% ;kfUr re~  dkye~  o{;kfe  Hkjro"kZHk 

AA23AA 

  

 

 vfXuT;ksZfrjg% ’kqDy% "k.eklk mÙkjk;.ke~A 

r= iz;krk xPNfUr czºe czºefonks  tuk%AA24AA 

 

Agnir jyotir ahah suklah san masa uttarayanam ! 
Tatra prayata gacchanti brahma brahma vido janah !! 

 

vfXu% T;ksfr% vg% ’kqDy% "k.eklk% mÙkjk;.ke~A 

r=  iz;krk% xPNfUr czºe czºefon% tuk%AA24AA 



 /kweks jkf=LrFkk d`".k% "k.eklk nf{k.kk;ue~A 
r= pkUnzela T;ksfr;ksZxh izkI; fuorZrsAA25AA 

 

Adhumo ratris tatha krsnah san-masa daksinayanam ! 
Tatra candramasam jyotir yogi prapya nivartate!! 

 

/kwe% jkf=% rFkk d`".k% "k.eklk nf{k.kk;ue~A 

r= pkUnzele~ T;ksfr% ;ksxh izkI; fuorZrsAA25AA 

 

 ’kqDyd`".ks xrh ºÓsrs txr% ’kk’ors  ersA 
,d;k ;kR;uko`fÙkeU;;korZrs iqu%AA26AA 

 

Sukla-krsna gati hy ete jagatah sasvate mate ! 
akatya yaty anavrttim anayavartate punah !! 

 

’kqDyd`".ks xrh  fg ,rs txr% ’kk’ors ersA 

,d;k  ;kfRk vuko`fÙke~ vU;;k vkorZrs  iqu%AA26AA  

 

 uSrs l`rh ikFkZ tkuu~ ;ksxh eqºÓfr d’puA 
rLekRlosZ"kq dkys"kq ;ksx;qäks HkoktqZuAA27AA 

 

Naite srti parha janan yogi muhyati kascana 
tasmat sarvesu kalesu yoga-yukto bhavarjuna!! 

 

u ,rs l`rh ikFkZ tkuu~ ;ksxh eqºÓfr d’puA 

rLekRk~ losZ"kq dkys"kq  ;ksx;qä% Hko vtqZuAA27AA   

 



 osns"kq ;Ks"kq ri%lq pSo nkus"kq ;r~ iq.;Qya izfn"Ve~A 
vR;sfr rRloZfena fofnRok ;ksxh ija LFkkueqiSfr pk|e~AA28AA.  

 
Vedesu yajnesu tapahsu cavia danesu yat punya-phalam pradistam! 
Atyeti tat sarvam idam viditva yogi param sthanan, upaiti cadyam!! 

 

osns"kq ;Ks"kq ri% lq p ,o 

nkus"kq ;r~  iq.;Qye~  izfn"Ve~A   

vR;sfr rRk~ loZe~  bne~  fofnRok  

;ksxh  ije~  LFkkue~  miSfr  p  vk|e~AA28AA 

 
 
 
 
 

iqf"idk %& 

¼Å¡ rRlfnfr½ Jhen~Hkxonxhrk lwifu"kRlq czãfo|k;ka ;ksx’kkL=s Jhd`".kktqZulaokns  v{kjczã 

;ksxks uke v"Veks·/;k;%AA1AA 

Pushpika : - 

(Om tatsat ity) (Shrimad Bhagwad Geeta Suupnishatsu Brahamvidya yam yogshastre Shri 

Krishan Arjun Sambade Aksharbraham Yogo nam Asthmo Adhyay) 
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Aspect 20 

Text of Geeta and Ganita Sutras  

 

 

1. Opening Statement  

Text of Geeta is organized as 18 chapters. There are 16 Ganita Sutras. The values 

pair (18, 16) are of the format of [domain (n), dimension (n-2)]. The value 16 with 

its organization as 24 makes it parallel with the dimensional frame of 4-space of four 

spatial dimensions. The value 18 with its organization 18 = 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 goes 

parallel with four folds (3, 4, 5, 6) set up of Hyper cube 5, the representative regular 

body of 5-space in 4-space.  

 

Hyper cube 4, the representative regular body of 4-space in 4-space is of four folds 

(2, 3, 4, 5). 5-space plays the role of origin of 4-space. 

 

With it, the values pair (16, 18) goes parallel with 16 = 24 as dimensional frame of 

4-space, and as of the format of dimension, in reference to 18 = 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 as 

Hyper cube 5, of format of domain. 

 

Further, 5-space as domain, but in the role of origin, and its interrelationship with 

dimensional frame of 4-space, puts it (5-space) at the origin seat of the dimensional 

frame of 4-space itself. 

 

One may have a pause here and take note that this as such makes the origin of 4-

space in the role of origin of dimensional frame of 4-space, of special role and the 

same unfolds the interrelationship of organization of text of Geeta as 18 chapters 

and the text of Ganita Sutras as 16 Sutras. 

 

One may further have a pause here and take note that values range 1 to 16 leads to 

factors range 1 to 29, while values range 1 to 18 leads to factors range 1 to 33. The 

value 29 with organization 29 = 16 + 13 and value 33 with organization 33 = 18 + 

15, as such brings to focus the dimension domain format of values pair (16, 18) 

emerging as the dimension – domain format for the values pair (13, 15) as well.  

 

These features, ultimately manifest as the interrelationship of organization of text 

of Geeta with organization of text of Ganita Sutras. 

 

One shall further comprehend the inner structures of numbers in terms of 

interlocking of the artifices of numbers parallel with factors of the numbers. The 

following numbers table of range 1 to 20, brings to focus that the numbers range 1 

to 4 has 5 factors, numbers range 1 to 5 has 6 factors, numbers range 1 to 6 has 8 

factors, numbers range 1 to 8 has 12 factors and numbers range 1 to 12 has 20 



factors. The gap values of values pair (12, 20), namely (13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19) 

make a system which unifies it and bridges the gap and makes a continuous flow.  

 

C1 C2 C3 C4 

1 1 1 1 

2 2 1 2 

3 3 1 3 

4 2 x 2 2 5 

5 5 1 6 

6 2 x 3 2 8 

7 7 1 9 

8 2 x 2 x 2 3 12 

9 3 x 3 2 14 

10 2 x 5 2 16 

11 11 1 17 

12 2 x 2 x 3 3 20 

13 13 1 21 

14 2 x 7 2 23 

15 3 x 5 2 25 

16 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 4 29 

17 17 1 30 

18 2 x 3 x 3 3 33 

19 19 1 34 

20 2 x 2 x5 3 37 
 

 

2. Values range (13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19) 

 

Value 12, is parallel with TCV (;ksx) 12. Value 20 is parallel with TCV (osn) = 20. 

The values range (13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19) in between values pair (12, 20) is a seven 

steps long range, parallel with 7-space as origin of 6-space, and the same unifies 

‘v{kj TCV (13)] vfXu TCV (14), rst TCV (15), cht TCV (16), nzO; / 'kCn TCV 

(17), o.kZ / izd`fr TCV (18) and vHkko / rU= TCV (19). 

               

Within 4-space (value 4), the sequential emerge 5-space, 6-space and natural space 

(8-space) which accommodates transcendental space (12-space) for manifestation 

of Vedas (20). The in between range ‘v{kj TCV (13)] vfXu TCV (14), rst TCV 

(15), cht TCV (16), nzO; / 'kCn TCV (17), o.kZ / izd`fr TCV (18) and vHkko / rU= 

TCV (19)’, which is unified and makes a system of values / TCV values.  

 

As per this system, the shalokas of chapters of Geeta and letters of Ganita Sutras 

get unified along TCV formats.  

 



Interrelationship table of Geeta chapters Yogas and Ganita Sutras 

   Sh = Shalokas Lt = Letters 

Geeta chapter with Yoga  
name and its TCV value  

Sh Ganita Sutra with TCV value Lt 

1 vtqZufo"kkn;ksx (TCV 55)
ArjunVishad Yoga 

47 
10  ;konwue~ (TCV 41) 
Yavadunam  

9 

2 lWak[;;ksx (TCV 32) 
Sankhya Yoga 

42 
11 O;f"Vlef"V% (TCV 58) 
Vyastisamastih 

14 

3 deZ;ksx (TCV 26) 
Karam Yoga 

43 
1 ,dkf/kdsu iwosZ.k (TCV 75) 
Ekadhikena Purvena (also a orollary) 

16 

4 KkudeZlaU;kl;ksx (TCV 75) 
Gyankaramsanyas Yoga 

42 
13 lksikUR;};eUR;e~ (TCV 80) 
Sopantyadvayamantyam 

20 

5 deZlaU;kl;ksx (TCV 54) 
Karamsanyas Yoga 

29 
2  fuf[kya uor’pjea n’kr% (TCV 107) 
Nikhilam Navatascaramam 

28 

6 vkRela;e;ksx (TCV 53) 
Atamsayam Yoga 

47 
15 xqf.krleqPp;% (TCV 56) 
Gunitasamuccayah 

16 

7 KkufoKku;ksx (TCV 63) 
GyanVighyan Yoga 

30 
3 Å/oZfr;ZXH;k;e~ (TCV 56) 
Urdhva-tiryagbhyam 

15 

8 v{kjczã;ksx(TCV 53) 
Aksharbraham Yoga 

28 Vedic mathematics Base values --- 

9 jktfo|kjktxqá;ksx (TCV 67) 
Rajvidyarajguhya Yoga 

34 
4  ijkoR;Z ;kst;sr~ (TCV 52) 
Paravartya Yojayet 

17 

10 foHkwfr;ksx (TCV 41) 
Vibhuti Yoga 

42 Spiritual base values --- 

11 fo’o:in’kZu;ksx (TCV 67) 
VishwarupaDarshan Yoga 

55 
5  ’kwU;a lkE;leqPp;s (TCV 71) 
Sunyam Samyasamuccaye 

20 

12 Hkfä;ksx (TCV 28) 
Bhakti Yoga 

20 
12  ’ks"kk.;M~-dsu pjes.k (TCV 75) 
Sesanyankena Caramena 

20 

13 {ks={ks=KfoHkkx;ksx (TCV 84) 
KshetraKshetragyavibhag Yoga 

34 
6  ¼vkuq:I;s½ ’kwU;eU;r~ (TCV 76) 
(Anurupye) Sunyamanyat 

19 

14 xq.k=;foHkkx;ksx (TCV 57) 
Guntriyavibhag Yoga 

27 
14 ,dU;qusu iwosZ.k (TCV 84) 
Ekanyunena Purvena 

17 

15 iq:"kksÙke;ksx(TCV 61) 
Purshotamm Yoga 

20 
7  ladyuO;odyukH;ke~ (TCV 85) 
Sankalana-vyavakalanabhyam 

24 

16 nsoklqjlaif}Hkx;ksx (TCV 90) 
Devasur Sampadibhag Yoga 

24 
16  xq.kdleqPp;% (TCV 55) 
Gunakasamuccayah 

16 

17 J)k=;foHkkx;ksx (TCV 62) 
Shardatriya Vibhag Yoga 

28 
8  iwj.kkiwj.kkH;ke~ (TCV 68) 
Puranapuranabhyam 

16 

18 eks{klaU;kl;ksx (TCV 64) 
Moksha Sanyas Yoga 

78 
9  pyudyukH;ke~ (TCV 56) 
Calana-kalanabhyam 

16 

 

 

 

3. Geeta Chapter 1 and Ganita Sutra 10 

 

1 vtqZufo"kkn;ksx (TCV 55) 47 10  ;konwue~ (TCV 41) 9 



ArjunVishad Yoga Yavadunam  

 

Geeta Chapter 1 vtqZufo"kkn;ksx (TCV 55) is a scripture of 47 shalokas. The 

difference value (55-47 = 8 = TCV (,d) and the difference value 10-9 = 1 in respect 

of Ganita Sutra 10 ;konwue~ text of 9 letters deserves to be comprehended for 

imbibing organization features and values.  

 

Simple rendering of ‘;konwue~’ is ‘deficiency’ / ‘difference value’ / gap of a pair of 

values. Here in the context, it may be relevant to take note that, ten points make 9 

gaps. Further 10 / 01 make a reflection pair as digits here swap their places. Still 

further the placement of points along the circumference, at the joint will add an 

additional point. Further the number of points and their gaps on the circumference 

are equal in number. One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind 

to be properly glimpse and to fully imbibe the features and values of emerging 

organization for the linear arrangement of points along the circumference of a 

circle.  

 

The shalokas range of chapters 1 to 18 of Geeta, with above organization along the 

circumference format, shall be leading to 18 gaps value for the consecutive pairs of 

chapters shalokas. The following table brings to focus that the summation value of 

all these 18 gaps value come to be 284 = 283 + 1 that is one more than the total 

number of letters 283 of Ganita Sutras 1 to 16.      

 

Gaps of shalokas ranges of Geeta and letters of text of Ganita Sutras  

S.N.  Shalokas 
 

Column 1 

Gap / difference from the previous  
shalokas range 

Column 2 

Total difference 
value 

Column 3 

1 47 31 
Note :- 31 = 78 – 47 = difference value 
of Shalokas of chapter 18 and chapter 1 

31 

2 72 25 
Note :- 25 = 72 – 47 = difference value 
of Shalokas of chapter 2 and chapter 1 

56 

3 43 29 85 

4 42 01 86 

5 29 13 99 

6 47 18 117 

7 30 17 134 

8 28 02 136 

9 34 06 142 

10 42 08 150 

11 55 13 163 

12 20 35 198 

13 34 14 212 



14 27 07 219 

15 20 07 226 

16 24 04 230 

17 28 04 234 

18 78 50 284 

 

 

4. Geeta Chapter 2 and Ganita Sutra 11 

2 lWak[;;ksx (TCV 32) 
Sankhya Yoga 

42 
11 O;f"Vlef"V% (TCV 58) 
Vyastisamastih 

14 

 

Geeta Chapter 2 and Ganita Sutra 11, in their reverse orientation will take us to 

Geeta Chapter 11 and Ganita Sutra 2. Both these orientations features deserve to 

be simultaneously imbibed. Sankhiya Yog (chapter 2) and Vishwarup Darshan yog 

Chapter 11 are of shalokas ranges 72 and 55 respectively. The difference value 72-

55= 17 is parallel with TCV (:nz) Rudra and that there are 11 Rudra. 

 

Ganita Sutra 11 ‘O;f"Vlef"V%’ is a text of 14 letters. One may have a pause here and 

take note that 6-space as domain takes to A6:12B5 leading to 12 x 6 = 72 coordinates 

and set ahead, 6-space as boundary of 7-space makes a formulation A7 : 14 B6. It is 

this sequential reach which settles the inter-relationship of Sankhiya yoga and 

Vyastisamstih Sutra. The simple rendering of Vyastisamstih is that part is whole. 

Part as whole is the organisation format feautes which deserves to be comprehend 

will and same to be imbibed fully. One way to glimpse it is as as cube within a cube 

and in general, Hyper cube n within Hyper cube n, and different rules of Hyper 

cube N say as a domain and as a dimension, and as a originization  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallal with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values oof interrelationship  of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 

3 (Sankhiya Yog) and Ganita Sutra 11 Vyastisamstih.  
 

 

5. Geeta Chapter 3 and Ganita Sutra 1 

3 deZ;ksx (TCV 26) 
Karam Yoga 

43 
1 ,dkf/kdsu iwosZ.k (TCV 75) 
Ekadhikena Purvena (also a orollary) 

16 

 

Geeta Chapter 3 Karam Yoga is a scripture of 43 shalokas range. The value 43 

accepts organization 43 = 13 + 14 + 16. One may have a pause here and take note 

that sequential organization for Hyper cube 15 is (13, 14, 15, 16). One shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to have a sequential reach for 15 

as a domain of 13 as dimension, 14 as boundary and 16 as origin. Value 16 as origin 

fold of Hyper cube 15 is also parallel with the value of dimensional frame of 



quadruple and spatial dimensions of 4-space with 5-space as origin. The 

dimensional frame of 5-spacce is of five solid dimensions and as such of value 15. 

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallal with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship  of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 3 

(Karam Yog) and Ganita Sutra 1 Ekadhiken Purven. 
 

 

6. Geeta Chapter 4 and Ganita Sutra 13 

4 KkudeZlaU;kl;ksx (TCV 75) 
Gyankaramsanyas Yoga 

42 
13 lksikUR;};eUR;e~ (TCV 80) 
Sopantyadvayamantyam 

20 

 

The interrelationship of Geeta Chapter 4 ‘KkudeZlaU;kl;ksx’ and of Ganita Sutra 13 

‘lksikUR;};eUR;e~’ deserves to be comprehended along with the reverse orientation 

relationship of Ganita Chapter 13 ‘{ks={ks=KfoHkkx;ksx’ with Ganita Sutra 4 ‘ijkoR;Z 

;kst;sr~’.  

Geeta Chapter 4 is a scripture of 42 shalokas range while Ganita Sutra 13 is a text 

of 20 letters value 42 is parallel with the synthesis value of pair of Transcendence 

ranges of spatial order viz. 42 = (2+3+4+5+6) + 2 + (2+3+4+5+6). The value 20 

is parallel with  the synthesis value of a pair of Transcendence ranges of zero order 

viz. (0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4) + 0 + (0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4). One shall sit comfortably and 

to permit the transcending mind to glimpse the relationship of 0-space and 2-space 

being of dimension – domain format.  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallal with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship  of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 4 

(Gyankaramsanyas Yog) and Ganita Sutra 13 Sopantyadvayamantyam. 
 

 

7. Geeta Chapter 5 and Ganita Sutra 2 

5 deZlaU;kl;ksx (TCV 54) 
Karamsanyas Yoga 

29 
2  fuf[kya uor’pjea n’kr% (TCV 107) 
Nikhilam Navatascaramam 

28 

 

Geeta chapter 5 ‘deZlaU;kl;ksx’ is scripture of 29 shalokas while Ganita Sutra 2 text 

is of 28 letters. Value 29 is parallel with TCV (czg~ek) while value 28 is parallel with 

TCV (czg~e). One may have a pause here and take note that 29 points range has 28 

gaps and as such the interrelationship and interlocking of artifices of 28 and 29 

and hence of Geeta Chpter 5 and Ganita Sutra 2.   



Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallal with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship  of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 

5 (Karamsanyas Yog) and Ganita Sutra 2  Nikhilam Navatascaramam. 

 
 

8. Geeta Chapter 6 and Ganita Sutra 15 

6 vkRela;e;ksx (TCV 53) 
Atamsayam Yoga 

47 
15 xqf.krleqPp;% (TCV 56) 
Gunitasamuccayah 

16 

 

Geeta chapter 6 is a scripture of 47 shalokas range while Ganita Sutra 15 text is of 

16 letters. Value 47 is of geometric format h12 while value 16 is of geometric format 

D6. One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend 

and imbibe the interrelationship of this pair of geometric formats.  

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallal with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship  of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 

6 (Atamsayam Yog) and Ganita Sutra 15 Gunitasamuccayah. 

 

9. Geeta Chapter 7 and Ganita Sutra 3 

7 KkufoKku;ksx (TCV 63) 
GyanVighyan Yoga 

30 
3 Å/oZfr;ZXH;k;e~ (TCV 56) 
Urdhva-tiryagbhyam 

15 

 

Geeta chapter 7 ‘KkufoKku;ksx’ is a scripture of 30 shalokas while Ganita Sutra 3 

‘Å/oZfr;ZXH;k;e~’ is a text of 15 letters. The values pair (30, 15) with organization (2 x 

15, 1 x 15) leads to the format of single axis and pair of axes both maintaining their 

individuality within 2-space, the spatial order of 4-space. With it 2 as 1 and 1 as 2, 

as the working unit, lead us to the interrelationship of the knowledge domain of 

Geeta Chapter 7 and Ganita Sutra 3.  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallal with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship  of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 

7 (GyanVighyan Yog) and Ganita Sutra 3 Urdhva-tiryagbhyam. 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Geeta Chapter 8 as  Vedic mathematics Base values 

8 v{kjczã;ksx(TCV 53) 28 Vedic mathematics Base values --- 



Aksharbraham Yoga 

 

Geeta chapter 8 answers seven questions culminating and standing unanswered in 

Geeta Chapter 7. Values pair (7, 8) is of the format of seven geometries range of 3-

space and of solid boundary of 8 components of 4-space. This in a way is the end 

reach of linear order manifesting as seven geometries of 3-space and same transiting 

and transforming giving way to the spatial order to hold the onward mathematical 

domain. Geeta Chapter 8 is the Vedic mathematics knowledge base. Geeta Chapter 

8 is a complete scripture. The sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel 

with Vedic knowledge systems shall approach this scripture : Akshar Braham Yog 

of 28 shalokas range. One shall sequentially comprehend and imbibe the features 

and values of this scripture and to acquire proper insight and appropriate 

enlightenment of vedic order.   
 

11. Geeta Chapter 9 and Ganita Sutra 4 

9 jktfo|kjktxqá;ksx (TCV 67) 
Rajvidyarajguhya Yoga 

34 
4  ijkoR;Z ;kst;sr~ (TCV 52) 
Paravartya Yojayet 

17 

 

Geeta chapter 9 ‘jktfo|kjktxqá;ksx’ is a scripture of 34 shalokas range while Ganita 

Sutra 4 ‘ijkoR;Z ;kst;sr~’ is a text of 17 letters. The organization for the values pair 34, 

17 as 17 x 2 and 17 x 1 takes us to the spatial order of 4-space. Further value 34 is 

of geometric format features of H9 and value 17 is parallel with geometric format 

of h 4 ½ . one shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to glimpse 

and imbibe the interrelationship and coordination of geometric format H9 and h 4 

½. 

 Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallal with Vedic Systems shall 

sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed 

the features and values of interrelationship  of knowledge domains of Geeta 

Chapter 9 (Rajvidyarajguhya Yog) and Ganita Sutra 4 Paravartya Yojayet. 

 

12. Geeta Chapter 10 as Spiritual base values  

10 foHkwfr;ksx (TCV 41) 
Vibhuti Yoga 

42 Spiritual base values --- 

 

Geeta chapter 10 is the spiritual knowledge and enlightenment base. The 

formulation ‘Vibuti’ is of TCV (foHkwfr) = 29 = TCV (czg~ek). Further TCV (foHkwfr;ksx) 

= 41 = TCV (fnO;iq:"k) = TCV (guqeku).  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to acquire enlightenment of the order of 

Vedas shall fully imbibe the enlightenment of Geeta Chapter 10. 
 

 

13. Geeta Chapter 11 and Ganita Sutra 5 



11 fo’o:in’kZu;ksx (TCV 67) 
VishwarupaDarshan Yoga 

55 
5  ’kwU;a lkE;leqPp;s (TCV 71) 
Sunyam Samyasamuccaye 

20 

 

It will be a blissful exercise to draw one’s own outline for comprehension and 

imbibing of interrelationship of Geeta Chapter 11 and Ganita Sutra 5. It is this 

blissful exercise which will be highly rewarding.  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallal with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship  of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 11 

(VishwarupaDarshan Yog) and Ganita Sutra 5 Sunyam Samyasamuccaye. 
 

14. Geeta Chapter 12 and Ganita Sutra 12 

12 Hkfä;ksx (TCV 28) 
Bhakti Yoga 

20 
12  ’ks"kk.;M~-dsu pjes.k (TCV 75) 
Sesanyankena Caramena 

20 

 

It will be a blissful exercise to draw one’s own outline for comprehension and 

imbibing of interrelationship of Geeta Chapter 12 and Ganita Sutra 12. It is this 

blissful exercise which will be highly rewarding.  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallal with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship  of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 

12 (Bhakti Yog) and Ganita Sutra 12 Sesanyankena Caramena. 
 

15. Geeta Chapter 13 and Ganita Sutra 6 

13 {ks={ks=KfoHkkx;ksx (TCV 84) 
KshetraKshetragyavibhag Yoga 

34 
6  ¼vkuq:I;s½ ’kwU;eU;r~ (TCV 76) 
(Anurupye) Sunyamanyat 

19 

 

It will be a blissful exercise to draw one’s own outline for comprehension and 

imbibing of interrelationship of Geeta Chapter 13 and Ganita Sutra 6. It is this 

blissful exercise which will be highly rewarding.  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallal with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 13 

(KshetraKshetragyavibhag Yog) and Ganita Sutra 6 (Anurupye) 

Sunyamanyat. 
 

16. Geeta Chapter 14 and Ganita Sutra 27 

14 xq.k=;foHkkx;ksx (TCV 57) 
Guntriyavibhag Yoga 

27 
14 ,dU;qusu iwosZ.k (TCV 84) 
Ekanyunena Purvena 

17 

 



It will be a blissful exercise to draw one’s own outline for comprehension and 

imbibing of interrelationship of Geeta Chapter 14 and Ganita Sutra 27. It is this 

blissful exercise which will be highly rewarding.  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallal with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 14 

(Guntriyavibhag Yog) and Ganita Sutra 14  Ekanyunena Purvena. 
 

17. Geeta Chapter 15 and Ganita Sutra 7 

15 iq:"kksÙke;ksx(TCV 61) 
Purshotamm Yoga 

20 
7  ladyuO;odyukH;ke~ (TCV 85) 
Sankalana-vyavakalanabhyam 

24 

 

It will be a blissful exercise to draw one’s own outline for comprehension and 

imbibing of interrelationship of Geeta Chapter 15 and Ganita Sutra 7. It is this 

blissful exercise which will be highly rewarding.  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 

15 (Purshotamm Yog) and Ganita Sutra 7 Sankalana-vyavakalanabhyam. 
 

18. Geeta Chapter 16 and Ganita Sutra 16 

16 nsoklqjlaif}Hkx;ksx (TCV 90) 
Devasur Sampadibhag Yoga 

24 
16  xq.kdleqPp;% (TCV 55) 
Gunakasamuccayah 

16 

 

It will be a blissful exercise to draw one’s own outline for comprehension and 

imbibing of interrelationship of Geeta Chapter 16 and Ganita Sutra 16. It is this 

blissful exercise which will be highly rewarding.  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 16 

(Devasur Sampadibhag Yog) and Ganita Sutra 16 Gunakasamuccayah. 
 

 

 

 

 

19. Geeta Chapter 17 and Ganita Sutra 8 

17 J)k=;foHkkx;ksx (TCV 62) 
Shardatriya Vibhag Yoga 

28 
8  iwj.kkiwj.kkH;ke~ (TCV 68) 
Puranapuranabhyam 

16 

 



It will be a blissful exercise to draw one’s own outline for comprehension and 

imbibing of interrelationship of Geeta Chapter 17 and Ganita Sutra 8. It is this 

blissful exercise which will be highly rewarding.  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 17 

(Shardatriya Vibhag Yog) and Ganita Sutra 8 Puranapuranabhyam. 
 

20. Geeta Chapter 18 and Ganita Sutra 9 

18 eks{klaU;kl;ksx (TCV 64) 
Moksha Sanyas Yoga 

78 
9  pyudyukH;ke~ (TCV 56) 
Calana-kalanabhyam 

16 

 

It will be a blissful exercise to draw one’s own outline for comprehension and 

imbibing of interrelationship of Geeta Chapter 18 and Ganita Sutra 9. It is this 

blissful exercise which will be highly rewarding.  

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with Vedic Systems shall sit 

comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to comprehend and imbibed the 

features and values of interrelationship of knowledge domains of Geeta Chapter 18 

(Moksha Sanyas Yog) and Ganita Sutra 9 Calana-kalanabhyam. 

 

21. Sum up 

Within dimensional frame of quadruple spatial dimensions of 4-space of 

dimensional value 24 = 16 manifests the text of Bhagwad Geeta of 18 disciplines of 

yoga of 700 shalokas range and of gaps of value 284 = 283 + 1 with value 283 being 

parallel with the letters of text of Ganita Sutras 1 to 16, makes a coverage domain 

value 16 + 700 + 284 = 1000. The formulation (lgL=) / value 1000 is of TCV 

(lgL=) = 23 = TCV (vuUr). 

 

It will be blissful to take note that the text of Geeta of 700 shalokas together with 

the organization of this text as of 745 shalokas of Geeta Parinam shalokas of 

Bhisham Parvah of Ur-Mahabhartam is of precisely 23 distinct shalokas ranges. 

Further the text of Ganita Sutras and Upsutras are of the range of precisely 24 + 22 

= 23 + 23 distinct word formulations. 
 

One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to continuously 

remain in prolonged sitting of trans and to fully imbibe these vales and to acquire 

proper insight and to attain blissful enlightenment of Vedic order.   
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Aspect 21 

Conceptual formats of Vedic Mathematics 

 

 

14. Distinct processing systems 

  

Vedic Mathematics of Ganita Sutras has its own distinctive processing systems of 

creator’s space which is of a spatial order. The existence phenomenon chase is as 

of manifested creations formats.  

 

The processing system is of two components, Sankhiya Nishtha and Yoga Nishtha. 

Both are complementary and supplementary of each other. Sankhiya Nishtha 

presumes the existence of geometric formats and avails artifices of numbers parallel 

with dimensional frames. On the other hand Yoga Nishtha presumes the existence 

of artifices of numbers and avails geometric formats taking dimensional frames 

parallel with artifices of numbers.  

 

This unified feature of processing system results into a parallel sequencing of 

numbers and dimensional bodies. 

 

Dimensional bodies and manifested creations of creator’s space format. The 

manifested creations are of four folds : dimension fold, boundary fold, domain fold 

and origin fold. The origin fold permits transcendence. The transcendence itself is 

of two folds, as upward transcendence and as downward transcendence. The 

upward transcendence results into super imposition of order of the origin fold upon 

the order of the domain fold. The downward transcendence results into transition 

and transformation for the four fold format of creator’s space (4-space) into five 

fold  format of Transcendental domain (5-space).  

 

The spatial order (2-space as dimension) of creator’s space (4-space) gives rise to a 

a pair of distinct generic units : ‘2 as 1’ and ‘1 as 2’, together bringing in ‘1’ and ‘ ½’ 

as working units. Parallel to it are a sequence of full unit Hyper cube and a sequence 

of half unit hyper cube. Domains as manifested space content and the manifested 

bodies, result into a parallel set up for the numbers values sequence as under:- 

Parallel set up of numbers and dimensional bodies  

 

Number 
Space content domain /  

Dimensional body  

1 h ½  / ( - ½ , 0, ½, 1)  / 1 

2 H1  /  (-1, 0, 1, 2)  / 2 

3 h 1   /  (0, ½, 1, 1 ½)  / 3 

4 D3  /  (3, 1, 1, -1)  / 4 

  



5 h 1 ½  / (½, 1, 1 ½, 2)  / 5 

6 H2  /  (0, 1, 2, 3)  / 6 

7 h 2   /  (1, 1 ½, 2, 2 ½ )  / 7 

8 D4  /  (4, 2, 2, 0)  / 8 

9 h 2 ½   /  (1 ½, 2, 2 ½, 3 )  / 9 

-- -- -- -- -- 

 

Here under the conceptual formats of the processing set up of Ganita Sutras, as a 

unified system of Sankhiya Nishtha and Yoga Nishtha are being tabulated :-  

 

Conceptual formats tabulations 

 

SN 
of 

manifestation 
fold 

Processing 
format 

Features 

1 Dimension 
Synthesis of 
dimensions 

of same order 

Infinite infinities points of surface 
provide synthesis format for any 

number of dimensions of same order. 

2 Boundary 
Take off boundary 

component 

Boundary component as dimension 
structures out the outer space. With 
take off of a boundary component, 
their opens a cosmic window and 

through it the outer space structures 
flow in and reach through domain into 

origin. 

3 Domain 

1. Transcendence 

through domain. 

 
2. Transcendence of 

origin from 

domain and split 

of domain  

 
 
 

3. Super imposition 

of higher order of 

origin upon order 

of domain 

 
 

4. Transition from 

sealed state to 

unsealed state of 

the domain. 

1. Transcendence through domain 

takes place along its dimensions 

and is of reach of dimension of 

dimension. 

2. Origin (n+1) transcends from 

the domain (n) and domain 

itself splits as a pair of domains, 

and as a result becomes a origin 

transcendence format (n, n+1, 

n).  

3. The upward transcendence 

from the origin results into 

super imposition of higher 

order (n-1) of origin (n+1) upon 

the order (n-2) of the domain 

(n).  

4. The origin at the center of the 

domain causes seal for the 

domain. However, with 

transcendence, the seal stands 



 
 
 

5. Inward 

transcendence 

through origin 

results into 

transition for the 

four fold format 

into five fold 

format  

melted and as a result their 

happens a cavity at the seat of 

origin of domain. 

5. The inward transcendence takes 

place through the 

Transcendental cavity at the seat 

of the origin of the domain and 

as a result manifests base fold as 

the fifth fold. 

4 Origin  

1. Origin fold is of a 

higher 

dimensional 

order than that of 

the domain fold 

 
 
 
 
 

2.  Split spectrum of 

domain with 

creation of 

Transcendental 

cavity at the 

origin seat  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. There happens a two fold 

transcendence at the origin seat. The 

upward transcendence results into 

super imposition of higher order 

upon the order of domain. The 

downward transcendence happens 

through the Transcendental cavity 

and the same results into 

manifestation of a base fold. 

2. With creation of Transcendental 

cavity at the seat of origin, there 

happens an inward transcendence 

through the cavity. The domain 

splits with transcendence of the 

origin. As a result, the domain splits 

into a pair of domains, and the 

Transcendental joint of the domain 

melts and their happens a flow 

through dimension and manifests as 

a dimension of dimension of 

placement within Transcendental 

cavity. This split phenomenon is of 

sequential phases.  

 

3. Integrated format of Ganita Sutras and Upsutras  

 

The mathematical domain of Ganita Sutras and its processing system takes us to 

the integrated format of Ganita Sutras and Upsutras. The gaps between the 

mathematical domains of consecutive Sutras are bridged by the mathematical 

domains and processing steps of Ganita Sutras. 

 

Here below is tabulated integrated format of Ganita Sutras and Upsutrs.  



 

SN Sutra / Upsutra 

1 Ganita Sutra 1 

2 Upsutra 1 

3 Ganita Sutra 2 

4 Upsutra 2 

5 Ganita Sutra 3 

6 Upsutra 3 

7 Ganita Sutra 4 

8 Upsutra 4 

9 Ganita Sutra 5 

10 Upsutra 5 

11 Ganita Sutra 6 

12 Upsutra 6 

13 Ganita Sutra 7 

14 Upsutra 7 

15 Ganita Sutra 8 

16 Ganita Sutra 9 

17 Upsutra 8 

18 Ganita Sutra 10 

19 Upsutra 9 

20 Ganita Sutra 11 

21 Upsutra 10 

22 Ganita Sutra 12 

23 Upsutra 11 

24 Ganita Sutra 13 

25 Upsutra 12 

26 Ganita Sutra 14 

27 Upsutra 13 

28 Ganita Sutra 15 

29 Ganita Sutra 16 

 

 

4.  Organization of text of Geeta and of Ganita Sutras  

For pure as well as of applied values of Ganita Sutras, we have to visit the 

organization of the text of Geeta. Here below is being tabulated the parallel 

organization of Geeta and of Ganita Sutras. 

 

 

 

Interrelationship table of Geeta chapters Yogas and Ganita Sutras 

   Sh = Shalokas Lt = Letters  

 

Geeta chapter with Yoga  
name and its TCV value  

Sh Ganita Sutra with TCV value Lt 



1 vtqZufo"kkn;ksx (TCV 55)
ArjunVishad Yoga 

47 
10  ;konwue~ (TCV 41) 
Yavadunam  

9 

2 lWak[;;ksx (TCV 32) 
Sankhya Yoga 

42 
11 O;f"Vlef"V% (TCV 58) 
Vyastisamastih 

14 

3 deZ;ksx (TCV 26) 
Karam Yoga 

43 
1 ,dkf/kdsu iwosZ.k (TCV 75) 
Ekadhikena Purvena (also a orollary) 

16 

4 KkudeZlaU;kl;ksx (TCV 75) 
Gyankaramsanyas Yoga 

42 
13 lksikUR;};eUR;e~ (TCV 80) 
Sopantyadvayamantyam 

20 

5 deZlaU;kl;ksx (TCV 54) 
Karamsanyas Yoga 

29 
2  fuf[kya uor’pjea n’kr% (TCV 107) 
Nikhilam Navatascaramam 

28 

6 vkRela;e;ksx (TCV 53) 
Atamsayam Yoga 

47 
15 xqf.krleqPp;% (TCV 56) 
Gunitasamuccayah 

16 

7 KkufoKku;ksx (TCV 63) 
GyanVighyan Yoga 

30 
3 Å/oZfr;ZXH;k;e~ (TCV 56) 
Urdhva-tiryagbhyam 

15 

8 v{kjczã;ksx(TCV 53) 
Aksharbraham Yoga 

28 Vedic mathematics Base values --- 

9 jktfo|kjktxqá;ksx (TCV 67) 
Rajvidyarajguhya Yoga 

34 
4  ijkoR;Z ;kst;sr~ (TCV 52) 
Paravartya Yojayet 

17 

10 foHkwfr;ksx (TCV 41) 
Vibhuti Yoga 

42 Spiritual base values --- 

11 fo’o:in’kZu;ksx (TCV 67) 
VishwarupaDarshan Yoga 

55 
5  ’kwU;a lkE;leqPp;s (TCV 71) 
Sunyam Samyasamuccaye 

20 

12 Hkfä;ksx (TCV 28) 
Bhakti Yoga 

20 
12  ’ks"kk.;M~-dsu pjes.k (TCV 75) 
Sesanyankena Caramena 

20 

13 {ks={ks=KfoHkkx;ksx (TCV 84) 
KshetraKshetragyavibhag Yoga 

34 
6  ¼vkuq:I;s½ ’kwU;eU;r~ (TCV 76) 
(Anurupye) Sunyamanyat 

19 

14 xq.k=;foHkkx;ksx (TCV 57) 
Guntriyavibhag Yoga 

27 
14 ,dU;qusu iwosZ.k (TCV 84) 
Ekanyunena Purvena 

17 

15 iq:"kksÙke;ksx(TCV 61) 
Purshotamm Yoga 

20 
7  ladyuO;odyukH;ke~ (TCV 85) 
Sankalana-vyavakalanabhyam 

24 

16 nsoklqjlaif}Hkx;ksx (TCV 90) 
Devasur Sampadibhag Yoga 

24 
16  xq.kdleqPp;% (TCV 55) 
Gunakasamuccayah 

16 

17 J)k=;foHkkx;ksx (TCV 62) 
Shardatriya Vibhag Yoga 

28 
8  iwj.kkiwj.kkH;ke~ (TCV 68) 
Puranapuranabhyam 

16 

18 eks{klaU;kl;ksx (TCV 64) 
Moksha Sanyas Yoga 

78 
9  pyudyukH;ke~ (TCV 56) 
Calana-kalanabhyam 

16 

  

 

 

5. Geeta formulation and folds of TCV of formulation Geeta 

To be parallel with the features, values, knowledge and enlightenment of 

formulation Geeta ‘xhrk’, one shall be parallel with ten folds of TCV of formulation 

‘Geeta’ as under :- 

Geeta ‘xhrk’ 

 

L x~ bZ r~ vk 



T 3 4 4 2 

F 8 12 12 16 

H 10 14 14 06 

 
SN Fold Value  Total value 

1 W 1 1 

2 S 2 3 

3 L 4 7 

4 T 13 20 

5 TT 20 40 

6 FF 93 133 

7 F 48 181 

8 H 44 225 

9 R 105 330 

10 SR 223 553 

 

 It will be blissful to take note that values pair 553, 555 is of the format (dimension, 

domain). Folds value formulation ‘Geeta’ is 553 while Braham Sutra (Vedanta) is a 

scripture of 555 sutras. Geeta is Vedantatri/ essence of Braham Sutra while Braham 

Sutra is essence of Upnishads and Upnishads are the essence of the Vedas.  

 

6. Blissful exercise  

 

It will be a blissful exercise to revisit the placements for Ganita Sutras and Ganita 

Upsutrs in the integrated format and of Ganita Sutras and chapters of Geeta in their 

comparative format, in respect of Ganita Sutras 14, 15 and 16.  

Sutra / Upsutra  Geeta chapter 

Sutra 14  
14 ,dU;qusu iwosZ.k (TCV 84) 

Ekanyunena Purvena 

 Chapter 14 
14 xq.k=;foHkkx;ksx (TCV 57) 

Guntriyavibhag Yoga 
 

Upsutra 13  
13 xqf.krleqPpp;% leqPp;xqf.kr% 

(TCV = 112)  
Gunitasamuccayah Samuccayagunitah 

  

 Sutra 15 
15 xqf.krleqPp;% (TCV 56) 

Gunitasamuccayah 
  

 Chapter 7 
7 KkufoKku;ksx (TCV 63) 

GyanVighyan Yoga 

Sutra 16 
16  xq.kdleqPp;% (TCV 55) 

Gunakasamuccayah 

 Chapter 16 
16 nsoklqjlaif}Hkx;ksx (TCV 90) 
Devasur Sampadibhag Yoga 

 



And to imbibe the organization feature of the working rule of Ganita Sutra 14 ‘one 

more than before’ and the transition ahead in respect of the placements of 

respective Sutras and Upsutras in integrated format and also of comparative 

placement of chapters of Geeta and of Ganita Sutras.  
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Aspect 22 

Zero Space, Negative Space and Negative number of dimensions  

 

 

1. Existence of 0-space 

 

Existence of 0-space is of ‘affine state’. Too conceive it, one is to be of parallel 

mental state. All that which stands absorbed as manifested existence phenomenon 

is to be transcended.  

 

A transcendence from manifested entities will bring us face to face with the format 

along which the thing (s) stand manifested.  

 

2. The format  

 

Surface is the format for solid entities. Whether ‘surface’ is not a manifested entities 

is the poser which will bring in a spatial twist for the processing logic.  

  

3. Spatial processing logic 

 

Spatial processing logic is self referral one. Here ‘one’ is ‘two’ and ‘two’ as ‘one’ 

brings in ‘one-half’ as a working unit. Availability of pair of halves, makes ‘one of 

them, as a reference format for the other as a chasing formatted entity’. 

 

The existence and availability of reference format and formatted format (a 

formatted entity) is a set up of spatial processing logic.  

  

4. Pairing feature 

 

Pairing feature inherently presumes existence of a pair of entities. The pair of halves, 

inherently are of value of being a unit state. This unity state is of a dual status. Firstly, 

it is an entity, a manifested one. And, secondly, it is simply a format along which is 

the lively state of a pair of halves. And each half acquire status of ‘one’ / whole 

entity. It is this feature and it is this value which becomes a lively phenomenon of 

entity being no entity, ‘one’ being ‘zero’ and ‘zero’ being ‘one’. And a paired pair of 

‘0 and 1’, as and being, a paired features of spatial processing logic, which deserves 

to be comprehended thoroughly and same is to be imbibed fully for its appropriate 

insight. With it there happens a mental state to be parallel with affine state at which 

zero space is vis-à-vis manifested entity state.  

 

5. Negative spaces, a step far ahead  



Negative spaces are a step far ahead. Zero space with its pairing status brings in its 

interlocking with itself, which manifests and makes itself visible in terms of our two 

well known, arithmetic operation, namely addition and multiplication viz. 0 + 0 = 

0 = 0 x 0 = (-0) x (-0). 

One shall have a pause here and permit to permit the transcending mind to fully 

glimpse and completely imbibe these features as values expression in terms of 

addition and multiplication, being illustrative cases of ‘pairing processing logic’.  

  
Of these, manifestation situations : (i) 0 = 0 +0, (ii) 0 = 0 x 0 and (iii) 0 = (-0) x (-

0); the first two are unifying addition and multiplication but last two are unifying 

positive and negative orientations.  

 
One shall have a further pause here and to permit the transcending mind to fully 

glimpse and to completely imbibe this feature of unification of orientations.  

 

Here firstly, comes in the existence of a pair of orientations. Secondly both 

orientations in their unified state stand neutralized and the resultant unified state is 

affine state of existence of 0-space state: A phenomenon of existence of whole 

range of positive negative and zero states as of a unified state.  

 

One may further have a pause here and be parallel with the existence phenomenon 

of parallel paired pairs of positive and negative spaces : (+ 1 space, -1 space) of 

difference value ‘2’ and summation value ‘0’.  

 

The emerging difference and summation values pair (2, 0) makes a format, which 

deserves to be comprehended well for its complete imbibing.  

 

Vedic Systems have worked it out as a basic format of ‘domain, dimension, 

interlocking’. 

 

6. (2, 0) as domain-dimension format 

 

(2, 0) is a paired entity, a specific entity with 2-space as domain and 0-space as 

dimension. 

 

(2, 0) is a format. The entity (2, 0) is of this very format (2, 0).  

 

(2, 0) as a specific entity of (2, 0) format and (2, 0) format for manifestation of whole 

sequence of dimensional entities of positive, zero and negative dimensional  order 

makes a Vedic Mathematics of synthesis of any number of dimensions of same 

order, may it be positive, zero or negative dimensional orders and may it be positive, 

zero or negative number of dimensions of any of positive, zero or negative 

dimensional order. 



 

 

 

7. Synthesis of dimension of same order  

 

The dimensional entity (2, 0), a 2-space content manifesting as (2-space) domain of 

0-space order, brings in infinitely infinite number of points of a surface. One may 

have a pause here and to permit the transcending mind to fully comprehend and to 

completely imbibe the infinitely infinite cardinality of the points of a surface. The 

infinite infinity feature is there because of the dimensional frame of 2-space domain 

being a set up of pair of axes of zero order each. This value infinitely infinite (∞ x 

∞), makes it a mathematics of infinity as a unit leading us to a set up of pair of such 

units as a pair of axes. Let us further have a pause here and have a revisit to infinity 

of a unit composed as infinite points as a line.  

 

Let us revisit zero as a value. Let us revisit zero as a entity which as a single entity 

set accepting cardinality for the set being ‘one’. A step ahead a set up of a pair of 

such entities (0, 0) will lead to cardinality ‘two’. A step further ahead, a pair of zero 

order axis synthesize a surface (2-space); (0, 0) = (2).  

 

One shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to fully comprehend 

and completely imbibe these features of structured points of zero area of a surface. 

 

Vedic Systems have worked out the infinitely infinite structured points of zero area 

of a surface as a format for synthesis of dimensions of same order, as under :-  

 

Dimensional synthesis 

Vedic systems accept and work out 4-space as creator’s space. 

4-space is a spatial order space (2-space as dimension of 4-space). 

2-space as dimension with square (hyper cube 2) as its representative regular body, 

provides the format for synthesis of dimensions (as axes). 

 
Infinite points make a line and infinite line make a surface. The points (0-space), 

lines (1-space) and surfaces (2-space) within a surface make a set up, as space ranges 

within a space.  

 

The axis, in general, for all values of n, as a set up of n points, makes a format for 

the axis of all spaces.  

 

Single axis, as a set up of n points, makes an organization, as a pair of end points 

and remaining (n-2) points, as the domain.  



 

The single axis, as such as a set up of n points, leads to parallel value n as single axis 

value.   

 

Let us start making a table of number of axes and the value thereof as and within a 

dimensional frame. 

SN Number of axis  Value 

1 1 n 

 

Pair of axes  

The second axis with one end at the origin, together with the first axis, will make a 

set up as under.  

 

The gap between the second end point of first axis and second end point of second 

axis, requires n – 2 points to bridge the same. These (n-2) points will be supplied by 

second axis out of its n – 2 points, between its pair of end points. With it the 

contribution because of the second axis will remain only [n – (n-2)] = 2. And the 

net value for both axes will come to be n + 2. Let us update about table.  

SN Number of axis  Value 

1 1 n 

2 2 n + 2 

 

Three axes  

Third axis, with its one end at the origin, its second end, in respect of the second 

end of the first axis, as well as the second end of the second axis will make a pair of 

gaps requiring (n-2) points each for their bridging. This way though the contribution 



of third axis is only of n points, while requirement for bridging above pair of gaps 

will be of 2 (n-2) points. As a result the net value of a set up of three axes comes to 

be [(n+2) + n – 2 (n-2) ] = 6.  

 

 

Let us update the above table  

 

SN Number of axis  Value 

1 1 n 

2 2 n + 2 

3 3 6 

 

Note :- 

 One may have a pause here and take note that the above set ups will rightly 

lead to the observation as that ‘only’ half of the polynomials are going to be 

in manifested form. It is so, as because of the spatial order of the creator 

space and the working unit ( ½ ) is there due to a pair of generic units, ‘2 as 

1’ and ‘1 as 2’. The surface, infact is of a pair of faces. The above depiction is 

only in respect of one of the faces. Other face will complement and 

supplement and will provide for the second half of the polynomials. One shall 

sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to imbibe the working 

rule value ( ½  ). The same of its own will take to the second phase of the 

surface. The specific feature 2 + 2 = 2 x 2 = (-2) x (-2) for domain and 0 + 0 

= 0 x 0 = (-0)  x (-0) for the dimension is about the unification not only for 

the addition and multiplication operation but also is for the pair  of opposite 

orientation as well. It is this unification  feature of a pair of opposite 

orientations, which will play its role and when both faces of the surface will 

be marking their presence, the same will bring in the role of unification of 

pair of opposite orientation, and the second half of polynomial will 

complement and supplement the first half of the polynomial playing its role 

in above sequential synthesis values of geometric formats for dimensions of 

same order. This aspect deserves to be glimpsed and imbibed distinctively 

by permit the mind to continuously remain in prolong sittings of trans.   



 

Four axes  

Contribution because of fourth axis as well will be only in ‘n’ while triple gaps of 

coordination of second end point of four axis, with second end points of first three 

axis will be 3 (n-2) and as a result the net value of the set up of four axis will be  6 

+ n – 3 (n-2) = 12 – 2n  

Let us update the above table 

SN Number of axis  Value 

1 1 n 

2 2 n + 2 

3 3 6 

4 4 12 – 2n 

Five axes  

Likewise, we can reach at the value for the set up of five axes being  
(12-2n) + n – 4 (n – 2) = 20 – 5n  

SN Number of axis  Value 

1 1 n 

2 2 n + 2 

3 3 6 

4 4 12 – 2n 

5 5 20 – 5n 

This way, this table can be sequentially updated as  

 

Sixth axes 

SN Number of axis  Value 

1 1 n 

2 2 n + 2 

3 3 6 

4 4 12 – 2n 

5 5 20 – 5n 

6 6 30 – 9n 

 

Seven axes  

SN Number of axis  Value 

1 1 n 

2 2 n + 2 

3 3 6 

4 4 12 – 2n 

5 5 20 – 5n 

6 6 30 – 9n 

7 7 42 – 14n 



The sequential steps and pattern are clear from the values  

12 – 2n,  

20 – 5n = (12 + 8) - (2 + 3)n 

42 – 9n = (30 + 12) - (5+4)n 

--- 

n may be of positive, zero or negative whole number.  

The table of synthesis values of dimensions of equal order comes to be as under  

 

Let us visit the above table to have proper comprehension and to acquire 

appropriate insight about this foundational concept and import of dimensional 

synthesis of dimensions of same order.  

First of all let us be face to face with, the synthesis values range, of single, double, 

triple, quadruple and so on number of linear axis which comes to be  

Table of synthesis of linear order axis  

Number of axis  1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Synthesis value 1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 

A step ahead the table of synthesis values of spatial order dimensions comes to be  

Table of synthesis of linear order axis  

Number of axis  1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Synthesis value 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

For comprehensive view, let us visit the combined table of synthesis values of linear 

and spatial order dimensions  

 



 

Combined Table of synthesis values of linear and spatial order dimensions  

Number of axis  1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Synthesis value of linear axis (1-space as axis) 1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 

Synthesis value of spatial axes (2-space as axis) 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

Let us have a pause and let us visit the difference values of equal number of linear 

and spatial axis, which makes a sequential range as under  

Table of difference values of synthesis of equal number of linear and spatial 

axis 

Number of axis  1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Synthesis value of linear axis  
(1-space as axis) 

1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 

Synthesis value of spatial axes  
(2-space as axis) 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

Difference of synthesis values of  
linear and spatial axis 

- 1 - 1 0  2 5 9 14 20 

Let us have a pause here and see that the above range of difference values is a 

sequential range, as that, the difference between the consecutive pair of above 

difference values comes to be (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ---)  

Table of difference values of synthesis of equal number of linear and spatial 

axis 

Number of axis  1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Synthesis value of linear axis 
 (1-space as axis) 

1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 

Synthesis value of spatial axes  
(2-space as axis) 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

Difference of synthesis values of 
linear and spatial axis 

- 1 - 1 0  2 5 9 14 20 

Difference of above difference 
values  

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

The above difference values range of linear and spatial order axes, 

infact is the difference values of any consecutive pair of dimensional 

orders. The difference values of dimensions of order n and of equal 

number of dimensions of order n + 1 remains the same as is the 

difference of values in respect of linear and spatial dimensions.  

The above organization features hold even for the negative number of 

dimensions. One shall sit comfortably and to face to face with the 

phenomenon of negative number of dimensions, as one is comprehending 

the positive number of dimensions. 



One shall visit the above table and fully imbibe the synthesis value of 

positive, zero and negative number of dimensions of a given order.  

 

POLYGONS AND THEIR INTERNAL DIAGONALS 

Let us visit the set ups of polygons (P4, polygons of four sides / square), (P5, 

polygons of five sides / Pentagon), (P6, hexagon -----). 

Polygon 4 
 
 
p 
 
 
 

From each corner there is one internal diagonal.  
Four corners give 4 internal diagonals.  
Each diagonal has super imposition of pair of 
orientations, and as such becomes an interval / 
hyper cube 1.  
There are 4 / 2 = 2 hyper cubes 1 / intervals of 
internal diagonals format.  
 

Polygon 5 
 
 

From each corner there are twointernal 
diagonals.  
Five corners give 10 internal diagonals.  
Each diagonal has super imposition of pair of 
orientations, and as such becomes an interval / 
hyper cube 1.  
There are 10/ 2 = 5 hyper cubes 1 / intervals of 
internal diagonals format.  
Note :- Polygon 4 has 2 intervals of internal 
diagonals format.  
Polygon 5 has 5 intervals of internal 
diagonals format. 
As such polygon 5 has 3 intervals excess of 
the intervals of polygon 4.  

Polygon 6 
 
 

From each corner there are threeinternal 
diagonals.  
Six corners give 18 internal diagonals.  
Each diagonal has super imposition of pair of 
orientations, and as such becomes an interval / 
hyper cube 1.  
There are 18/ 2 = 9 hyper cubes 1 / intervals of 
internal diagonals format.  
Note :- Polygon 5 has 5 intervals of internal 
diagonals format.  
Polygon 6 has 9 intervals of internal 
diagonals format. 
As such polygon 6 has 4 intervals excess of 
the intervals of polygon 5.  
 



Polygon 7 
 
 
 

From each corner there are fourinternal 
diagonals.  
Seven corners give 28 internal diagonals.  
Each diagonal has super imposition of pair of 
orientations, and as such becomes an interval / 
hyper cube 1.  
There are 28/ 2 = 14 hyper cubes 1 / intervals 
of internal diagonals format.  
Note :- Polygon 6 has 9 intervals of internal 
diagonals format.  
Polygon 7 has 14 intervals of internal 
diagonals format. 
As such polygon 7 has 5 intervals excess of 
the intervals of polygon 6.  

 

Let us have a pause here and take note that the intervals of internal diagonals 

formats of polygon 4, 5, 6 and 7 are 2, 5, 9, 14. It will be blissful to take note that 

these values are parallel with the difference values of 4, 5, 6, 7 number of linear 

order dimensions and spatial order dimensions.  

Number of axis  1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Synthesis value of linear axis  
(1-space as axis) 

1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 

Synthesis value of spatial axes  
(2-space as axis) 

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

Difference of synthesis values of  
linear and spatial axis 

- 1 - 1 0  2 5 9 14 20 

 

Let us visit the above parallels.  

Let us imbibe these values.  

These values are the basis values, with this foundational set of values, we shall be 

chasing the applied values of Vedic mathematics.  

  

8. Negative dimensional orders and  

Negative number of dimensions   

 

Initially, positive, zero and negative numbers formatting along a line may be taken 

as of a parallel format for positive, zero and negative dimensional orders as well. 

 

 
 



Along a circumference, the formatting may be as follows :  

 
9. Place yourself at first floor and glimpse second floor and ground floor 

 

 

To comprehend and conceive the conceptual base 
of negative dimensions and negative number of 
dimensions, one shall place oneself at first floor 
and glimpse the second floor and the ground floor.  

 

While glimpsing second floor, one shall be parallel 
with upwards steps progression as positive steps 
and parallel to it be comprehended and conceived 
the positive dimensional orders and the positive 
number of dimensions reach.  

 

While glimpsing the ground floor one shall 
comprehend and conceived a parallel 
comprehension of negative dimensional order and 
negative number of dimensions as sequential 
downwards steps from the first floor to be within 
and uptill the ground floor as a sequential reach.  

 

10. Place yourself parallel with mouth of a well and glimpse its waterbed 

 

 

For comprehension of negative dimensional 
orders and negative number of dimensions, one 
may place at a parallel format at the level of the 
mouth of a well and to glimpse the waterbed of 
the well. Parallel to it one shall comprehend and 
conceive the negative number of dimensions 
parallel with the downward steps from mouth 
of well uptill waterbed. Parallel with it one shall 
also conceive the negative dimensional orders.  



 

The downward steps from mouth of the bed 
towards the waterbed of the well will 
sequentially make a depth for the water bed 
from the mouth being of decreasing values, say 
-1 step, -2 step, -3 step and -4 steps and so on 
for a reach from the bed uptill the mouth of the 
well.  

 

11. Place yourself at surface of northern hemisphere / southern hemisphere of 

earth  

 

 

To comprehend and conceive the negative 
dimensional order and negative number of 
dimensions, one may place oneself, firstly 
upon the top surface of northern hemisphere 
and to glimpse the center of the Earth and 
parallel to it to conceive the sequential 
negative dimensional orders and sequential 
negative number of dimensions. Likewise 
one shall place at top surface of southern 
hemisphere and to glimpse the center of the 
Earth. For perfection of comprehension, one 
may have simultaneous glimpse and reach 
from the tops of northern hemisphere and 
southern hemisphere for a simultaneous 
glimpse of the center of the Earth. 

 

12. Glimpse the set up of ‘f’kyk’ / Slab and its 4-space center   

 
 
 

 

Yog Vashisht, a Vedic scripture, preserves the 
home of Brahma at center of Shila a slab where 
Vidhadhari along with Vashisht had paid a visit 
and there was an enlightened dialogue about 
localized Brahmas and Universal Brahma. One 
shall sit comfortably and to permit the 
transcending mind to be parallel with the 
preservation of this enlightenment to perfect 
one’s comprehension and imbibing of values 
about localized Brahmas (4-space bodies) and 
universal creator’s space (4-space).  

 

 

 

 

 

13. Glimpse the setup of Shlagram ‘’kkyxjke’ 



 

 

Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be 
parallel with Vedic systems shall visit the 
conceptual base of Shaligram ‘’kkyxjke’. One 
shall be parallel with the organization format 
features of Shaligram ‘’kkyxjke’ as a geometric 
entity as well as a mathematical concept. One 
shall be parallel with the internal structural 
features and values of formulation Shaligram 
‘’kkyxjke’. It is of TCV (‘’kkyxjke’) = 29 = TCV 
(czg~ek). The value 29 = H4 + h4 is the value of 
Transcendental lord (5-space lord in the role of 
origin of 4-space). Lord Brahma multiplies as 
ten Brahmas with the grace of Transcendental 
lord. Lord Brahma mediates within cavity of his 
own heart upon the seat of Transcendental lord 
and with the grace of Transcendental lord, Lord 
Brahma multiplies as ten brahmas.  

 

With transcendence of the Transcendental 
origin, 4-space domain splits into a pair of four 
dimensional frames. This transcendence 
phenomenon of Transcendental origin amounts 
to the split of the outer fold of the 
Transcendental domain as well. The pair of 4-
space domains stand unified despite being 
separated and it is happening because of the 
inner fold of the Transcendental domain 
remaining intact. One shall sit comfortably and 
permit the transcending mind  to glimpse and 
imbibe this Transcendental phenomenon of 
two distinct halves despite being distinct still 
remaining unified because of the inner fold of 
the Transcendental domain. 

 

The above Transcendental phenomenon as 
such makes each half of the creator’s domain as 
a complete set up of values H5+h5 = 37 and H4 
+ h4 = 29 for the set up of each halves. One 
shall sit comfortably and permit the 
transcending mind and to be parallel with 
unique Transcendental phenomenon.  



 

It will be a blissful exercise to express oneself 
about the Transcendental phenomenon of 
happening within each of the hemisphere.  

 

14. Glimpse Kapil Rishi Ashram at Center of the Earth  

‘dfiy _f"k vkJe’ 

 

dfiy _f"k vkJe Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge 
to be parallel with Vedic knowledge 
systems organization shall visit ‘dfiy 
_f"k vkJe’ at center  of the earth. One 
shall visit the formulation ‘dfiy _f"k 

vkJe’ and by being parallel with values 
and features of this formulation shall 
perfect one’s intelligence with 
perfection of one’s insight about these 
formulations.   
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Aspect 23 

SPACE CONTENT MANIFESTATION CHASE MATHEMATICS 

 

 

15. Vedic Mathematics  

 
One definition of Vedic Mathematics is that it is a space content chase mathematics. 

This chase is of 16 steps as 16 Ganita Sutras. This 16 steps chase format becomes 

the chase format of 18 disciplines of Yoga of Geeta.  

 

16. Ganita Sutras and text of Geeta  

 
Ganita Sutras and text of Geeta are of parallel sequential steps as under:-  

 

Interrelationship table of Geeta chapters Yogas and Ganita Sutras 

   Sh = Shalokas Lt = Letters  

 

Geeta chapter with Yoga  
name and its TCV value  

Sh Ganita Sutra with TCV value Lt 

1 vtqZufo"kkn;ksx (TCV 55)
ArjunVishad Yoga 

47 
10  ;konwue~ (TCV 41) 
Yavadunam  

9 

2 lWak[;;ksx (TCV 32) 
Sankhya Yoga 

42 
11 O;f"Vlef"V% (TCV 58) 
Vyastisamastih 

14 

3 deZ;ksx (TCV 26) 
Karam Yoga 

43 
1 ,dkf/kdsu iwosZ.k (TCV 75) 
Ekadhikena Purvena (also a orollary) 

16 

4 KkudeZlaU;kl;ksx (TCV 75) 
Gyankaramsanyas Yoga 

42 
13 lksikUR;};eUR;e~ (TCV 80) 
Sopantyadvayamantyam 

20 

5 deZlaU;kl;ksx (TCV 54) 
Karamsanyas Yoga 

29 
2  fuf[kya uor’pjea n’kr% (TCV 107) 
Nikhilam Navatascaramam 

28 

6 vkRela;e;ksx (TCV 53) 
Atamsayam Yoga 

47 
15 xqf.krleqPp;% (TCV 56) 
Gunitasamuccayah 

16 

7 KkufoKku;ksx (TCV 63) 
GyanVighyan Yoga 

30 
3 Å/oZfr;ZXH;k;e~ (TCV 56) 
Urdhva-tiryagbhyam 

15 

8 v{kjczã;ksx(TCV 53) 
Aksharbraham Yoga 

28 Vedic mathematics Base values --- 

9 jktfo|kjktxqá;ksx (TCV 67) 
Rajvidyarajguhya Yoga 

34 
4  ijkoR;Z ;kst;sr~ (TCV 52) 
Paravartya Yojayet 

17 

10 foHkwfr;ksx (TCV 41) 
Vibhuti Yoga 

42 Spiritual base values --- 

11 fo’o:in’kZu;ksx (TCV 67) 
VishwarupaDarshan Yoga 

55 
5  ’kwU;a lkE;leqPp;s (TCV 71) 
Sunyam Samyasamuccaye 

20 

12 Hkfä;ksx (TCV 28) 
Bhakti Yoga 

20 
12  ’ks"kk.;M~-dsu pjes.k (TCV 75) 
Sesanyankena Caramena 

20 

13 {ks={ks=KfoHkkx;ksx (TCV 84) 34 6  ¼vkuq:I;s½ ’kwU;eU;r~ (TCV 76) 19 



KshetraKshetragyavibhag Yoga (Anurupye) Sunyamanyat 

14 xq.k=;foHkkx;ksx (TCV 57) 
Guntriyavibhag Yoga 

27 
14 ,dU;qusu iwosZ.k (TCV 84) 
Ekanyunena Purvena 

17 

15 iq:"kksÙke;ksx(TCV 61) 
Purshotamm Yoga 

20 
7  ladyuO;odyukH;ke~ (TCV 85) 
Sankalana-vyavakalanabhyam 

24 

16 nsoklqjlaif}Hkx;ksx (TCV 90) 
Devasur Sampadibhag Yoga 

24 
16  xq.kdleqPp;% (TCV 55) 
Gunakasamuccayah 

16 

17 J)k=;foHkkx;ksx (TCV 62) 
Shardatriya Vibhag Yoga 

28 
8  iwj.kkiwj.kkH;ke~ (TCV 68) 
Puranapuranabhyam 

16 

18 eks{klaU;kl;ksx (TCV 64) 
Moksha Sanyas Yoga 

78 
9  pyudyukH;ke~ (TCV 56) 
Calana-kalanabhyam 

16 

  

17. Sankhiya Nishtha and Yoga Nishtha  

 

Vedic processing system is unified of Sankhiya Nishtha and Yoga Nishtha. Sankhiya 

Nishtha presumes the existence of geometric formats and avails artifices of 

numbers parallel with dimensional frames. On the other hand Yoga Nishtha 

presumes the existence of artifices of numbers and avails dimensional frames 

parallel with artifices of numbers. The basic number values (ewy vad) / Mool Ank 

are whole numbers 1 to 9, parallel to which are 9 numerals of ten place value system. 

Further parallel with artifices of numbers 1 to 9 are the dimensional frames of 1-

space to 9-space. 

 

18. Dimensional Space 

 
A space within a frame of n dimensions is designated as n dimensional space. The 

space content under the restrictions of n dimensions manifests as n space content 

domain of Hyper cube n, the representative regular body of n space within creator’s 

space (4-space).  

 
19. Creator’s space (4-space)  

 
Creator’s space (4-space) is a spatial order space (2-space as dimension). The spatial 

order gives rise to a pair of distinct units, namely ‘2 as 1’ and ‘1 as 2’, which together 

give rise to ( ½ as a working unit). Creator’s space (4-space) provides a manifestation 

format of four folds (parallel with its four dimensions) for dimensional bodies of 

all dimensional spaces. The spatial order results into a pair of distinct sequences of 

dimensional bodies parallel with full unit and half unit of creator’s space (4-space).   

 

For convenience of reference and handling, the following specific symbols and 

features attached to them are being mentioned hereunder : -  

H N is a full unit body of four folds (N-2, N-1, N, N+1) where N is a whole number.  
h N is a half unit body of four folds (N-1, N- ½, N, N + ½ ) where may be whole number 
or half whole number  



Hh N is a body of four folds (N-2, N-1, N, N+1) where N may be  a whole number or half 
whole number.  
D N is of four folds (N, N-2, N-2, N-4) where N is a whole number 

 

20. N-space content  

 
N-space content (DN) is the space content within n dimensional frame manifesting 

as domain fold of n-space body. 

 
21. Parallel table of dimensional bodies and dimensional space content  

 

C1= Dimensional frame, C2= Dimensional space content, C3= Dimensional body 

of full unit, C3a = Four folds of C3, C4= dimensional body of half unit, C4a = 

Four folds of C4.  

 

C1 C2 C3 C3a C4 C4a 

1-space D1 H1 (-1, 0, 1, 2) = 2 h1 (0,  ½ , 1, 1 ½) = 3  

2-space D2 H2 ( 0, 1, 2, 3) = 6 h2 (1, 1 ½ , 2, 2 ½,) = 7  

3-space D3 H3 ( 1, 2, 3, 4) = 10 h3 (2, 2 ½ , 3, 3 ½,) = 11  

4-space D4 H4 ( 2, 3, 4, 5) = 14 h4 (3, 3 ½ , 4, 4 ½,) = 15  

-- -- -- -- -- -- 

N-space DN HN (N-2, N-1, N, N+1)  
= 4n -2 

hN (N-1, N- ½, N, N+1)  
=4N-1 

 
22. hyper cube h N – ½  

 
Half unit bodies are of a pair of sequences hN and h N/2. Hyper cube h N /2 is also 

a four fold manifested body (N- 1 ½, N-1, N – ½ , N) = 4N – 3. 

 

Both sequences h N  and h (N - ½)  make an integrated sequence :  

(h ½ , h 1 , h 1 ½  , h 2, h 2 ½  , ----- ) 

of four folds summation values sequence (1, 3, 5, 7, 9,-----) 

 
23. Numbers values and dimensional bodies  

 
Parallel table of numbers values and dimensional bodies is as follows :- 

 

Number value Dimensional body  

1 h ½  

2 H1 

3 h 1 

4 D3 =  (3, 1, 1, -1) =4 
Note :- four folds of  
D N+2 are (N+2, N, N, N-2) of 
summation value 4N.   

5 h 1 ½  



6 H2 

7 h 2 

8 D4 =  (4, 2, 2, 0)        =8 

9 h 2 ½  

10 H3 

11 h 3 

12 D5 =  (5, 3, 3, 1)      =12 

-- ---- 

 
24. Nine vowels 

 
Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with Vedic Systems shall 
specifically comprehend and imbibe the interlinking and interlocking values and 
features of nine vowels, nine numerals, nine versions of Hyper cube 4, nine 
geometries of 4-space, summation value 9 of transcendence flow of steps (5, 3, 1) 
of Transcendental domain (5-space) and space content conditioning as D1 to D9, 
their manifestation as Hyper cubes of full and half units within creator’s space (4-
space). 
 
Nine vowels respectively and in sequence are of format and features of dimensional 
frames of 1-space to 9-space. Being of format and features of dimensional frames, 
these format a flow for the dimensional domains of first phase for domain to 
dimension and of second phase from dimension to dimension of dimension. Such 
Transcendental flow comes to be of the values as follows :-  
 

Vowel Dimensional frame Transcendence flow Flow value 

v 1-space (1,-1,-3);  
(1) x (-1) x (-3) 

3 

b 2-space (2, 0,-2);  
(2) x (0) x (-2) 

0 

m 3-space (3, 1,-1);  
(3) x (1) x (-1) 

-3 

_ 4-space (4, 2, 0);  
(4) x (2) x (0) 

0 

y` 5-space (5, 3, 1);  
(5) x (3) x (1) 

15 

, 6-space (6, 4, 2);  
(6) x (4) x (2) 

48 

vks 7-space (7, 5, 3);  
(7) x (5) x (3) 

 

105 

,s 8-space (8, 6, 4);  
(8) x (6) x (4) 

192 

vkS 9-space (9, 7, 5);  
(9) x (7) x (5) 

315 

 
25. Synthesis of dimensions of order 1 to order 9 



 
A synthesis of 1 to 9 dimensions of order 1 to 9 are of values as follows  
 
C0 = dimensional order, C1 = Single dimension, C2 = Two dimensions …. C9 = 
Nine dimensions synthesis value  
 

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 

1 1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 45 

2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 

3 3 5 6 6 5 3 0 -4 -9 

4 4 6 6 4 0 -6 -14 -24 -36 

5 5 7 6 2 -5 -15 -28 -44 -63 

6 6 8 6 0 -10 -24 -42 -64 -90 

7 7 9 6 -2 -15 -33 -56 -84 -117 

8 8 10 6 -4 -20 -42 -70 -104 -144 

9 9 11 6 -6 -25 -51 -84 -124 -171 

 
Note :- Geeta text of repeated shalokas ranges are five chapters of shalokas 47, 42, 
28, 34 and 20 are of summation value = 171.   
 

26. Cosmic windows  
 
With take off of boundary component there is created a cosmic window. The strip 
off of a boundary component dimensionalizes the outer space of the order of the 
boundary. Illustratively the spatial boundary components of Hyper cube 3 
dimensionalizes outer space as of a 4-space of spatial order. The solid boundary 
component of Hyper cube 4 dimensionalizes outer space of a 5-space of a solid 
order. Through these cosmic windows happens inflow of the outer space structural 
features and values and same transcend through the domain and reach uptil the 
origin and get dissolved as the origin is of the same dimensional order as being of 
the inflow structures of the outer space. Illustratively the structural inflow of 4-
space of spatial order, with its transcendence with 3-space domain reaches uptill 4-
space origin of spatial order and that way gets absorbed here within the origin.  
 

27. Transcendental cavity  
 
The origin being of a higher dimensional order than that of domain, as such origin 
creates a Transcendental seat for the domain at its origin seat. It is with melting of 
this seal, there happens a two fold transcendence from the origin, upward through 
the domain and inward through the Transcendental cavity created at the seat of 
origin. 
 
 
 
 

28. Outward and inward transcendence  
 



Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with Vedic Systems shall sit 
comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to glimpse and imbibe the values 
and features of two fold transcendence phenomenon at the seat of origin, firstly the 
upward transcendence through domain and secondly downward transcendence 
through the Transcendental cavity. The domain split (DN) as of four folds (N, N-2, N-

2, N-4) is of features of split of a domain as a pair of (DN-2) domains and dimension 
of dimension domain (DN-4) reaches Transcendental cavity. One shall further sit 
comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to be in prolonged sitting of trans 
and to follow the sequential split and the range of Transcendental cavities emerging 
as of sequential order (1, 2, 5, 12, 29, 70, 169, 408, 985). One may have a pause here 
and take note that 1000 = 985 + 15 brings us face to face with the Transcendental 
base. 5-space base of dimensional value 15. 
  

29. Origin as seat of compactified range of origins  
 
Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with vedic processing systems 
shall sit comfortably and to permit the transcending mind to be parallel with the 
features and values of the origin seat being a seat of compactified origins of whole 
range of dimensional spaces and same manifests as the fifth fold (base fold) for the 
four fold manifested creations.  
 
The transition and transformation for four fold manifested creations into five fold 
transcendence ranges is the feature and value which deserves to be comprehended 
thoroughly. 
 
Illustratively 5-space in the role of origin of 4-space manifests as the base fold. Being 
at the origin seat, it acquires values of full unit and half unit Hyper cubes 4.  
 
One may have a pause here and take note that H4 + h4 = 14 + 15 = 29 = TCV 
(Ckzg~ek), a step ahead 6-space as origin of 5-space that the origin acquires a full unit 
and a half unit values H5 + h5 = 18 + 19 = 37 = TCV (JhHkxoku~). 
 
 One may have a pause here and take note that Lord Krishan is participating in the 
divine dialogue of Geeta as Sribhagwan, and as such the enlightenment being 
bestowed by Lord as Sri Bhagwan is to be comprehended and imbibed as the 
enlightenment about the 5-space domain as the same can be reached fully from its 
origin (6-space). 
 

30. Knowledge and enlightenment of Geeta 
 
The knowledge and enlightenment of Geeta bestowed upon Arjuna by Lord as 
Sribhagwan is all about Transcendental domain (5-space) and the representative 
regular bodies of 5-space of full unit (H5) = (3, 4, 5, 6) of summation value (3 + 4 
+ 5 + 6 = 18 manifests the organization format of 18 disciplines of Yoga of 18 
chapters of Geeta.  
 



Further this manifestation being within 4-space of spatial dimensional order making 
dimensional frame of value 24 parallel with dimension of domain value 18, and as 
such the interrelationship and interlocking of the organization of 16 Ganita Sutras 
and 18 disciplines of Yoga of Geeta.  
 
Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with this interrelationship and 
interlocking shall sequentially comprehend and imbibe the values and features of 
text organization of chapters 1 to 18 of Geeta in the background of the values and 
features of the text of Ganita Sutras 1 to 16. However, the sequential flow of the 
organization of Ganita Sutras 1 to 16 for the organization of chapters 1 to 18 of 
Geeta is to be as per the structural organization features of dimensional bodies of 
1-space to 9-space.  
 
One may have a pause here and to permit the transcending mind to be parallel with 
the organization format of domain – dimension interloking for the four folds 
manifestation of Hyper cubes. The domain boundary ratio AN : 2N BN-1= and 
the emerging 2N +1 versions for Hyper cube N as 2N + 1 bodies of 2N + 1 bodies 
of 2N + 1 geometries, deserves to be comprehend well. It will help us comprehend 
and imbibe, interlocking and interrelationship of  

 
i. Geeta 3-space with Ganita Sutra 1, as 1-space has 3 geometries 
ii. Geeta 5-space with Ganita Sutra 2, as 2-space has 5 geometries 
iii. Geeta 7-space with Ganita Sutra 3, as 3-space has 7 geometries 
iv. Geeta 9-space with Ganita Sutra 4, as 4-space has 9 geometries 
v. Geeta 11-space with Ganita Sutra 5, as 5-space has 11 geometries  
vi. Geeta 13-space with Ganita Sutra 6, as 6-space has 13 geometries 
vii. Geeta 15-space with Ganita Sutra 7, as 7-space has 15 geometries 
viii. Geeta 17-space with Ganita Sutra 8, as 8-space has 17 geometries 
 
Further Geeta Chapter 1 with Ganita Sutras 10 brings us face to face with the 
interlocking of (01 and 10) as a reflection pair of double digit numbers where digits 
swap their places. Also sum of digits of 01 is 0 + 1 = 1 which is equal to sum of 
digits ‘10’ as 1 + 0 = 1. 
 
Still further Geeta chapter 02 with Ganita Sutra 11, as here in this case sum of digits 
for 02 is 0 + 2 = 2 which is equal of sum of digits of 11 i.e. 1 + 1 = 2. 
 
Still ahead Geeta chapter 04 with Ganita Sutra 13, as here in this case sum of digits 
for 04 is  0 + 4 = 4 which is equal of sum of digits of 13 i.e. 1 + 3 = 4. 
 
Likewise chapter 06 of Geeta with Ganita Sutra 15, as here in this case sum of digits 
for 06 is  0 + 6 = 6 which is equal of sum of digits of 15 i.e. 1 + 5 = 6.  
 
One may have a pause here and have a fresh visit the relationship of interlocking 
and interlinking of Ganita Chapter 18, being the last chapter. Value 18 is equal to 
the number of boundary component of Hyper cube 9, the representative regular 
body of 9-space / Brahman space. so the interrelationship and interlocking of Geeta 



chapter 18 with Ganita Sutras 9 ‘Chalna kalnabhyam’ whose simple rendering is 
compilation (reservoir of values) of dynamic state.  
 
The interrelationship and interlocking of Geeta chapters (12, 14 and 16) respectively 
with Ganita Sutras 12, 14 and 16 is there as system is to have initiation from 6-space 
for its reach uptill 9-space as origin. The values triple (12, 14 and 16) is parallel with 
(12, 14, 16) boundary component of Hyper cube (6, 7 and 8). 
 
The pair of chapters of 8 and 10 of Geeta sandwiched chapter 9 of Geeta 
 

9 jktfo|kjktxqá;ksx (TCV 67) 
Rajvidyarajguhya Yoga 

34 

 
31. Chapter 9  

 
Chapter 9 of Geeta is of 34 shalokas range. Value 34 is parallel with the summation 
value of four folds (7, 8, 9, 10) of Hyper cube 9. Chapter 8 answers the seven 
questions which stood culminated by Gyan Vighan Yog of Chapter 7 and remained 
unanswered. Value 7 is parallel with seven geometries reach of 3-space of a linear 
order. As such it is the upper limit for linear order system. To transcend ahead is to 
be a reach of value 8 which is parallel with the 8 boundary components of 4-space 
of spatial order. Chapter 8 answers the seven questions of chapter 7. Chapter 8 as 
such becomes the base value chapter of Vedic mathematics. Likewise chapter 10 is 
about the Transcendental features and the same that way becomes the base values 
chapter of Brahman Vidhya (spiritual knowledge). Chapter 9 is the bridge. Parallel 
to it Sutra 4 is the bridge. Sadkhas fulfilled with intensity of urge to be parallel with 
Vedic systems and further to be parallel with interlocking and interrelationship of 
yoga discipline of Geeta and mathematical domain of Ganita Sutras may begin with 
chapter 9 of Geeta and Sutra 4 and to sequentially be through the whole range of 
interlocking and interrelationship of text of Geeta and text of Ganita Sutras. 
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1. Text   

 
,dkf/kdsu iwosZ.k 

Ekadhikena Purvena 

 

2. Text with TCV values  

,dkf/kdsu iwosZ.k 

Letters = 16, TCV = 75 
 

SN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Letter  , d~ vk /k~ b d~ , u~ v 

TCV 6 4 2 7 2 4 6 8 1 

SN 10 11 12 13 14 15 16   

Letter  i~ Å j~ o~ , .k~ v   

TCV  5 6 3 7 6 7 1   

 
3. Text formulations with TCV folds  
 

,dkf/kdsu 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 

001 1 , 6 48 26 10 22 40 86 

002 1 d~ 4  24 12 14 30 64 

003 1 vk 2 0 22 16 6 20 42 

004 1 /k~ 7  27 14 26 45 97 

005 1 b 2 0 22 16 6 20 42 

006 1 d~ 4  24 12 14 30 64 

007 1 , 6 192 26 10 22 40 86 

008 1 u~ 8  28 11 30 50 108 

009 1 v 1 24 21 8 2 15 31 

 

 



 

iwosZ.k 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 

010 1 i~ 5  25 15 18 35 75 

011 1 ऊ 6 -5 26 10 22 40 86 

012 1 Z 3  16 8 10 25 53 

013 1 o~ 7  27 14 26 45 97 

014 1 , 6 480 26 10 22 40 86 

015 1 .k~ 7  27 14 26 45 97 

016 1 v 1 21 21 8 2 15 31 

 

4. Geometric formats parallel with TCV values of the text  
 

SN Letter  TCV Geometric formats 

1 , 6 6-space domain 

2 d~ 4 4-space dimension  

3 vk 2 2-space (first axis) 
dimension of dimension 

4 /k~ 7 7-space origin of 6-space 

5 b 2 2-space (second axis), dimension 

6 d~ 4 4-space, domain  

7 , 6 6-space, second fold domain 

8 u~ 8 8-space as domain of 
 6-space dimension 

9 v 1 10-space as in reverse orientation as  
01 

10 i~ 5 5-space as domain  

11 Å 6 Three dimensional frame as synthesis  
Of a pair of three dimensional frames 
Of half dimension  

12  Z / j~ 3 Three dimensional frame  

13 o~ 7 Seven geometries of 3-space 

14 , 6 Six space domain fold with 3-space  
Dimension fold 

15 .k~ 7 Seven streams flow from origin of 6-space 

16 v 1 Central stream of seven streams 

 
 
 
  
 

 


